
-

stated that in the council meetings that residential zoned areas are no place for marijuana grow 
facilities and I couldn't agree more. But the fact is they live on agriculture zoned areas, they 
live in houses on farms or dwellings NOT residentially zoned areas. It is also my understanding 
that marijuana is a crop and crops are grown on fanns. 

It was at the next Lakeshore council meeting where the town voted that medical marijuana 
grow facilities should be zoned in industrial zoned areas, my question is how can they change 
the zoning by-law after a facility is built and waiting for inspection? Why would the put a farm 
in an industrial zoned area? How can you change the rules after everything is already complete? 
How can you act like you don't know what's going on on land that your city has issued permits 
for? The fact is that everything the company has done on the property has been 100% legal and 
by the book. It's the town that has changed their stance and zoning by-laws after the fact to try 
and hold up progress made by the company. There are even statements made by mayor Bain 
that the stock would drop after they voted for industrial zoning, he also stated that there would 
be a lawsuit and that he could guarantee it. Why would he make these statements unless he 
knew they changed the rules after the fact? 

Let's talk about the Globe and Mail. Since about November of last year every time FITX stock 
had a good trading day, the Globe and Mail would come out with a negative article or a bash 
piece which would drive the stock price back down. It also seems that all of their articles are 
opinions of some and not factually based as they never report their sources. It also seems odd 
that the Globe would report confidential private company information before the company is 
even contacted. What i'm referring to is the letter from Heath Canada to deny licensure to Cen 
Biotech. Yes that's right, the Globe and Mail reported on a Friday that Health Canada issued a 
letter to deny a license to Cen Biotech four days before the company was informed. So my 
question is how can the Globe get confidential information unless i~ was leaked to them by 
Health Canada? 

So the question I ask is this, are you investigating the right people? Because there seems to be a 
lot of collusion going on between health Canada the town of Lakeshore and the newspaper the 
Globe and Mail. 

I've been an investor in this company for about a year. I plan on being an investor in this 
company for years to come. I have never been misled by the company, Bill Chaaban or any of 
its employees. I share their vision helping patients that are in need of their medicine. 

Yours truly, 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 3:39 AM 



.~ir Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Creative Edge Nutrition I CEN Biotech (FITX) 
1 message 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 7:3S PM 
To: "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca> 
Cc: losangeles@sec.gov, "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com>, dbattagello@windsorstar.com 

Roxanne, 

Here are some screenshots and a formal complaint that I filed with the SEC back in July conceming a member 
of the IHUb community impersonating a Canadian public official in order to manipulate the stock. He went by 
rolphtonair on IHub and then had a false Facebook account under the name Eddie Jorge Falco. I was able to do 
a Google image search and connected the FB user profile to be the same as one Eddie Tsao of Toronto. I can 
not say for certain that the person responsible for the fraud is Eddie Tsao, but that it what I found. 

I have also included screens hots of a Twitter conversation that I had with Chris Parry of Stockhouse.com where 
he admits to being a paid stock promoter. He has been the author of many negative article about Creative Edge 
Nutrition and CEN Biotech. 

Best regards , 

9 attachments 
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Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Letter in support of FITX and CEN Biotech 
2 messages 

To: Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca 
Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 12:28 AM 

Cc: losangeles@sec.gov, inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca, admin@cenbiotechinc.com, dbattagello@windsorstar.com, 
editor@mmj.today 

Minister Ambrose 

I am a shareholder with FITX, a US OTe company. The following people have been 
publishing on the internet and national Canadian newspapers false and misleading 
statements about FITX. 

Grant Robertson 
Matt Finston 
Chris Parry 

It is my strong view that these individuals deliberately caused the stock price fall and 
influenced the decision by Health Canada to reject a license application to grow Medical 
Marijuana. 

If your role is to protect investors from stock manipulation then I believe you have a 
responsibility to protect me from their manipulation. 

Thank you, 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 4:19 AM 

Begin forwarded message: 
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Cen Biotech/investor 
2 messages 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 3:24 PM 
To: losangeles@sec.gov, inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca, dbattagello@windsorstar.com, admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

Hello, 

To who it may concem, I am an investor in Cen Biotech FITX, (pink sheets) for close to about a year and a half 
now, and during this time I have watched this company build a state of the art facility, comply with all the rules 
and regulations. Bend over backwards for health Canada and the town of Lakeshore who welcomed them to town 
only to recently tum against the company in the 11 th hour, they have been very open and transparent as 
possible with all parties involved up to this point. 

However the runaround they are getting is beyond ridiculous I They have many people seemingly going out of 
their way to try and stop,block and fight them at every tum. Not only is this unethical but it is down right childish 
and complete bulls hit. The people like Grant Roberson of the Globe that writes negatively about Cen Biotech at 
every possible chance he gets or every tidbit of information that he alleges to get. He and others like him are 
purposely potentially destroying lives and stealing money from investors/ workers by wrongfully steering people 
away from Cen Biotech by constantly spinning information and presenting the company in a negative way. Not to 
mention the potential lives of people who need medical marijuana for medical reasons. 

This may be just a game for people like Grant Roberson but I take this personal. They are trying to flat out steal 
my hard earned money that I have invested by presenting lies and half truths, would you like it if somebody tried 
to steal your money through deception and lies? I sure as hell don'tl 

My hope in sending this letter is for the truth to come out and for all this nonsense to cease, Cen Biotech has 
done everything asked of them by Health Canada only to be denied a license and get a bunch of runaround and 
putting up with politics. All at the cost of potentially destroying lives. The bible says men reap what they sow. 
This is an etemal truth, the lies n nonsense that has taken place will come back to visit the people who are 
willfully trying to destroy this company/investors/future patients lives. So I encourage whomever is reading this 
please do the right thing have integrity be a good person and do something about this wrongful stuff that is 
taking place against Cen Biotech. 

Sin 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Sun. Mar 29. 2015 at 3:27 PM 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 29, 2015 at 3:24:54 PM EDT 
To: losangeles@sec.gov, inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca, dbattagello@windsorstar.com, 
admin@cenbiotechinc.com 
Subject: Cen Biotech/Investor 



CEN BIOTECH TRUTH 
2 messages 

To: Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca 
Bcc: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

Ms. Ambrose: 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 3:28 PM 

It has been brought to my attention that the OSC began an open investigation into the operations of Cen 
Biotech, US ticker FITX. I have been a shareholder since November of 2013, as Cen Biotech was being courted 
by both Lakeshore Mayor Tom Bain, Sandra Pupatello and Health Canada to build a world class, cutting edge 
medical marijuana company. The statements made to the publics were that CEN will bring in jobs and new tax 
rolls to the community of Lakeshore, Essex. The January of 2014 press conference and announcement with 
Mayor Bain, Sandra Pepatello, CEO Bill Chaaban and others was an incredible demonstration of support by the 
Mayor and VP of Economic Development Sandra Pupatello. This was a benchmark and vital turning point for not 
only myself but thousands of other investors but CEN Biotech as it confinned the support by the local 
government to build. As an aside, I am not a novice investor and have over 20 years conducting due diligence 
and investing both in public and private companies. I know a great opportunity when I see one and CEN clearly 
was on track and verified by the government officials in lockstep together. 

Please review this leading indicator from Mayor Bain and CEO Economic Development Sandra Pupatello. 

https:llvimeo.com/83685127 

Mr Chaaban has always been 100% accurate, honest and has always looked out for the shareholders best 
interests. He assembled an all star Board of Directors that consisted of Wall Street top executives, the worlds 
most prominent SEC whistleblower and top research scientists. All of which are aimed to create and develop 
new treatments for children suffering from deadly seizures and many other inoperable acute diseases. I happen 
to be one of the patients who would benefit the most as a recent cancer sUNivor and look to CEN as a pioneer 
of this new industry. 
This isn't only about making money as you may now see, it is a life's dream for Mr Chaaban, myself and millions 
of others fighting off incurable disease and suffering through the same old big Phanna script to pop more pills 
path to nowhere. Mr Chaaban, the BOD and their team NEVER and I mean NEVER once misled myself or 
anyone that I know (which is in the thousands), that have invested into CEN. I have a significant investment into 
CEN and absolutely reject this notion and condemn anyones efforts to paint this negative picture. 

V\lhen Mr Chaaban began this project, he raised private capital and invested millions of his own funds to launch 
the buildout. Todd Cain and others cleared the path for CEN or any company to follow the established MMPR 
compliancy laws, and if a company does complete the steps, they would be rewarded a license to grow. CEN 
met and even raised all criteria along the way and was given the final inspection on July 31,2014. Per the CEN 
timeline, the HC inspector stated that CEN could expect license within 1-2 weeks. HC then shut off the 
communications to CEN and in the process the dark underbelly of the aTC markets appeared and commenced 
on unprecedented attacks on CEN. From July 31,2014 through today there have been dozens of articles 
publishes, racist videos made and personal threats of bodily hann to Mr Chabaan and others involved as 
shareholders and employees. One such basher, Chris Parry even tweeted to the employer of a long shareholder 
with the intent to make this shareholder lose their employment. There are many other threats and disgusting acts 
that occurred targeting CEN and everyone involved during this period while CEN was waiting on final approval 
(per inspectors/MMPR laws). 

Mr Chabaan has had to continue to fund the Lakeshore and other business activities while waiting for 8 months 
to receive a "Ietter to deny" from Health Canada. This is unacceptable as all other LP's Vlere issued license in a 
few weeks or short months. CEN has followed and raised the bar for all other applicants to follow, meanwhile 
being left to spend $14M to build and then keep the lights on, payroll and funding the project with no license and 
corporate revenues recognized. 



The OSC investigators and media must be aware of the forces that are trying to stop CEN from succeeding and 
realize this is a huge business venture that many other big phanna, current and potential LP's find CEN's 1.3Mlb 
application to grow their biggest threat. 

http://dopechef.com/2014/01/12m-medical-marijuana-investmenU 

http://VNIW.cbc.calnews/canadaiwindsor/cen-biotech-marijuana-application-to-be-denied-by-health-canada-
1.2958957 

This entire effort has been a coordinated attack to destroy CEN from the first day by Matt Finston, (Seeking 
Alpha writer), Jason Spatafora, aka Wolf of Weedstreet, Alan Brochstein Founder 420investments, Chris Parry, 
Vancouver Sun blogger and now they've recruited Grant Robertson of the Globe & Mail. This group of individuals 
have relentlessly written over 80 articles, thousands of tweets, Investors Hub, Investor Hangout, and created 
multiple social media FaceBook pages strictly to besmirch Mr Chaaban and hann my investment for over a year. 
I must tell you that your organization is investigating the wrong company and people. Unfortunately, you may 
have been indirectly or directly misled by this ring of bashers manipulative means to influence and paint an 
inaccurate and libelous picture of Mr Chaaban and CEN. I implore this body to look into the individuals 
mentioned also included should be the activities of Seeking Alpha, 4201nvestments, Wolf of Weedstreet, Chris 
Parry, Grant Robertson, Investors Hub. This group has a very dubious background, many with criminal 
backgrounds and ties to established felons whom are known for stock manipulation or worse. 

Also the timing of a former G&M colleague of Grants, Tara Perkins whom in November 2014 left for a position in 
a large financial tied to Privateer/holding company of Til ray . Tilray is a private MMPR Licensed Producer and 
has ties to Libby Davies, Liberal Party, MP BC. In fact in December of 2014, a fonner Davies staffer and now 
lobbyist for Til ray , Stephen Hawkins met with Davies on record. Within a few \Veeks Robertson published Davies 
calling for an investigation into CEN and for HC to deny license with no factual data to support this unfounded 
and ridiculous claim. Is this all a coincidence or something much more? HC was then found to provide access to 
CENls application to Davies and other non essential politicians for licensure at during the same time period. 
Within days, Tilray announced it's intentions to import/export with the same countries that CEN had in it's 
business plan and application. While Tilray or any other LP had ever previously mentioned this strategy, and 
many vilified Mr Chaaban for traveling to the Ukraine and other potential distribution partners. This potentially 
illegal activity warrants a full investigation. 

With a simple Google search, you will be able to SUbstantiate this and all claims. I believe based on the timeline 
of events and statements made by this group from early 2014. This occured when non-issues such as zoning in 
Lakeshore was approved agriculture and never an issue. You will find they coordinated this entire attack which 
influenced Mayor Bain, and the entire Lakeshore council to the point where they now claim to not even know 
what CEN was there to do in the first place. Now either Bain and council have complete memory loss, or there's 
something much more going on there. In Lakeshore meetings last summer and fall, Salmons, Bain, Steve 
Bezaire and others were caught on a hot microphone laughing about how their zoning change post approval of 
AG to Industrial, would "effect the price of the stock tomorrow'·. There was signed documents with approved 
zoning for Agriculture form Bain, Salmons et all from November of 2013, which is what began the permitting and 
build out of the facilities. 

Steve Salmons, Lakeshore council member is on record stating that he actively pursued CEN for the Lakeshore 
project to grow and package medical marijuana in September, 2014 Lakeshore Council meeting. As well as 
numerous other interviews where Mayor Bain openly discussed his excitement for the project, until he decided 
late sumer of 2014 that he no longer knew about the projects infections. I find the timing of the complete change 
of heart and loss of memory incredibly well timed with the removal of Todd Cain from Health Canada. Health 
Canada's public support for CEN by issuing the coveted Ready to Build approval and final inspection on July 31, 
2014 only re-assured the company and shareholders that everything was on track and the company was 
compliant. 

http://seekingalpha.com/instablog/8227 43-rise51/3762426-cen-biotech-the-thin-red-line 

http://johnconroy.com/pdf/ Allard-Defendants-Affidavits-TriaI/Cain-2-Affidavit -1-of-3-pp-1-120. pdf 

I find the below quote by Salmons quite perplexing and disturbing considering Salmons was the one whom 
actively recruited Mr Chaaban to use their land in Lakeshore to build this project. Some might wonder that 
maybe he just forgot all of the documents signed, meetings had and public confirmations made to the publics 



about the clear intent of the CEN project. Please compare the statements made by Salmons then to now, one 
must ask themselves, what materially changed? Again, was it simply a mistake and they forgot what the Council 
had approved and led both CEN and the public to believe, or is there something more nefarious at play? 

http://W\Wf.otcmarkets.comlstocklFITX/news ?id=88675 

'lit's hard to say what they need because we don't have a complete application from them on exactly what it is 
they want to do," Salmons said. "They have indicated they want to grow medical marijuana on the site. For us, 
there is no application or proposal. " 

http://fitxlong.com/media-videos/ 

http://seekingalpha.com/instablog/8227 43-rise51/3445985-cen-biotech-the-devil-is-in-the-details 

http://vNNI.cbc.calnews/canadaiwindsor/12m-medical-marijuana-investment-made-near-windsor-ont-1.2487036 

http://blogs.windsorstar.com/news/proposed-Iakeshore-medical-marijuana-plant-still-needs-services-approvals 

Grant Robertson of the Globe & Mail in December 19, 2014 began an 1Iinvestigative report" on CEN. Robertson 
not only quoted Mr Finston, Mr Brochstein and Parry, he even posted Finston's picture as a recognition or tribute 
to his self proclaimed heroism while appearing to establish Finston into martyrdom. Since December, Robertson 
has published over 12 slam articles which are mostly cut and paste efforts where he twists and manipulates the 
words from Health Canada, Mr Chabaan and all other "sources ". This without ever providing actual sources, this 
is not ethical joumalism by any measure. Robertson pretends to be objective, however, has never once provided 
the opposing point of view, in light of numerous emails from dozens of shareholders imploring him to do so and 
be objective. 

Then Robertson appeared to break the law with Health Canada official Stephane Shank. Shank appeared to 
break the privacy laws per the MMPR and Canadian rights and leaked critical information to Robertson. Shank 
then even emailed several civilians with the official statement of the Intent to Deny letter before CEN officials 
were made aware. The HC MMPR program seems to be an incompetent and ineffective, yet crucial arm of the 
govemment which is doing a disservice to the tax paying citizens of Canada. 

This article was the first of his series to slam the company on the weekend or days where the company had a 
strong stock day. The timing seems dubious at any level as it appears to be an effort to push the PPS down for 
others to continue to manipulate, by shorting and distorting and other unscrupulous efforts. Each article he 
published folloYJS a strong trading day for FITX. 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/how-much-does-ottawa-know-about-the-medical-marijuana
companies-its-licensing/article220088851 

It was recently brought to my attention that an alias "newmedman" on InvestorsHub message board, who has 
relentlessly bashed the FITX stock for over year with dozens of inaccurate statements daily is actually Tom 
Bains nephew. Attached is a screenshot from today with respect to their job being done as they said "it's over 
anyway". when another basher alias was banned for making fun of a FITX long members son's death. We're 
dealing with unscrupulous people with no morals and ethics which I firmly belieye with anecdotal and actual 
evidence. This is all because a company appJied, received and passed all of the rigorous steps from the HC ever 
evolving MMPR process. CEN's sole intent is to create new medicines for the ailing current and future Canadian 
and global citizens. 

I appreCiate your time reading this critical information and look forward to a fair, open and balanced review to 
finally disclose the truth as the facts provided should lead you to find. 

Best, 

7 attachments 
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To: dbattagello@windsorstar.com 
Bcc: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

To VV'hom It May Concem: 
[Quoted text hidden] 
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Admlnlstratlve Office <admln@cenblotechlnc.com> 

CEN BIOTECH TRUTH 
2 messages 

To: 1OSW1geses@Bec~90v 
Sun. Mar 29. 2015 at 3:23 PM 

Bee: admln@Cenblotechlnc.com 

To VIAlom It May Concem: 

It has been brought to my attention that the esc began an open investigation Into the operations of Cen Biotech, US ticker FITX. I have been a shareholder since November of 2013, 
as Cen Biotech was being courted by both Lakeshore Mayor Tom Baln, Sandra Pupatello and Health canada to build a world class, cutting edge medical marijuana company. The 
statements made to the publics were that CEN will bring In jobs and new tax rolls to the community of Lakeshore, Essex. The January of 2014 press conference and announcement 
with Mayer Baln, Sandra PepateUo, CEO Bill Chaaban and others was an Incredible demonstration of support by the Mayor and VP of Economic Development Sandra Pupatello. This 
was a benchmark and vital turning pelnt for nat only myself but thousands of other investors but CEN Biotech as it confinned the support by the local government to build. As an aside, 
I am not a novice Investor and have over 20 years conducting due dltigence and Investing both in public and private companies. I knOYI a great opportunity YAlen I see one and CEN 
clearly was on track and verified by the government officials In lockstep together. 

Please review this leading indicator from Mayor Bain and CEO Economic Development Sandra Pupatello. 

https:/lvimeo.coml83685127 

Mr Chaaban has always been 100% accunrte, honest and has always looked out for the shareholders best interests. He assembled an all star Board of Directors that consisted of wall 
Street top executives, the wortds most prominent SEC whistleblcwer and top research scientists. All of YAllch are aimed to create and develop new treatments for children suffering from 
deadly seizures and many other Inoperable seUle diseases. I happen to be one of the patients who would benefit the most as a recent cancer sUNivor and lock to CEN as a pioneer of 
this new Industry. 
This isn't only about making money as you may now see, it Is a life's dream for Mr Chaaban, myself and millions of others fighting off incurable disease and suffering through the same 
old big Phanna script to pop more pills path to nowhere. Mr Chaaban. the BOD and their team NEVER and I mean NEVER once misled myself or anyone that I know (which Is In the 
thousands), that have Invested Into CEN. I have a significant Investment Into CEN and absolutely reject this notion and condemn anyones efforts to palnt this negatlve picture. 

When Mr Chaaban began this project. he raised private capital and Invested millions of his own funds to launch the bulldout. Todd cain and others cleared the path for CEN or any 
company to follow the established MMPR compliancy laws. and if a company does complete the steps. they would be rewarded a Ilcense to grow. CEN met and even raised all criteria 
along the way and was given the final inspection on July 31. 2014. Per the CEN timellne, the He inspector stated that CEN could expect license within 1-2 weeks. HC then shut off the 
commlllicaUcns to CEN and in the process the daJk underbelly of the OTC markets appeared and commenced on unprecedented attacks on CEN. From July 31, 2014 through today 
there have been dozens of articles publishes, racist videos made and personal threats of bodily harm to Mr Chabaan and others Involved as shareholders and employees. One such 
basher, Chris Parry even tweeted to the employer of a long shareholder with the Intent to make this shareholder lose their employment. There are many other threats and disgusting 
acts that cccwred targeting CEN and everyone Involved during this period wi1ile CEN was waiting on final approval (per inspectcrs/MMPR laws). 

Mr Chabaan has had to continue to fund the Lakeshore and other business activities while waiting for 8 months to receive a -letter to deny- from Health canada. ThIs is unacceptable 
as all other LP's were issued license in a few weeks or short months. CEN has followed and raised the bar for all other applicants to follow, meanYmile being left to spend $14M to build 
and then keep the lights on, payroll and funding the project with no license and corporate revenues recognized. 

The OSC Investigators and media must be aware of the forces that are tJying to stop CEN from succeeding and realize this Is a huge business venture that many other big phanna. 
current and potential LP's find CEN's 1.3Mlb application to grow their biggest threat. 

http://dopechef.coml2014101/12m-medical-marljuana-investmentl 

http://vNNI.cbc.calnews/canadalwindsor/cen-biotech-marijuana-application-tc:H>e-denled-by-health-canada-1.2958957 

ThIs entire effort has been a coordinated attack to destroy CEN from the first day by Matt Flnston, (Seeking Alpha writer). Jason Spatafora, aka Wolf of Weedstreet, Alan Brochsteln 
Founder 4201nvestments, Chris Parry, Vancower Sun blcgger and now they've recruited Grant Robertson of the Globe & Mall. ThIs group of Individuals have relentlessly v.mten over 80 
articles, thousands of tweets, Investors Hub. Investor Hangout, and created multiple social media FaceBock pages strictly to besmirch Mr Chaaban and harm my Investment for wer a 
year. I must tell you that your organization Is Investigating the wrong company and people. Unfortunately, you may have been Indirectly or directly misled by this ring of bashers 
manipulative means to Influence and paint an inaccurate and libelous picture of Mr Chaaban and CEN. I Implore this body to look Into the Individuals mentioned also included shoukl be 
the activities of Seeking Alpha. 420lnvestments, Wolf of Weedstreet, Chris Parry, Grant Robertson, Investors Hub. This group has a very dubious background, many with criminal 
backgrounds and ties to established felons 'Nhom are knO\M'\ for stock manipulation or worse. 

Also the timing of a former G&M colleague of Grants, Tara Perkins whom in November 2014 left for a position in a large financial tied to Privateerlholding company of Tllray. TIlray is a 
private MMPR Ucensed Producer and has Ues to Ubby Davies, Uberal Party, MP BC. In fact in December of 2014, a former Davies staffer and now lobbyist for Tllray, Stephen 
Hawkins met with Davies on recon:l. Within a few weeks Robertson published Davies calling for an investigation Into CEN and for HC to deny license with no factual data to support this 
unfounded and ridiculous claim. Is this all a coincidence or something much more? HC was then fOU'lCl to provide access to CEN's application to Davies and other non essential 
politicians for licensure at during the same time period. Within days. TIlray announced It's Intentions to import/export with the same countries that CEN had in it's business plan and 
application. W1Ile TIlray or any other LP had ever previously mentioned this strategy, and many vilified Mr Chaaban for traveling to the UkraIne and other potential distribution partners. 
ThIs potentially Illegal activity wammts a full Investigation. 

Wth a simple GoogIe search, you will be able to substantiate this and all claims. I believe based on the tlmeline of events and statements made by this group from earty 2014. ThIs 
occured when non-Issues such as zoning in Lakeshore was approved agriculture and never an Issue. You \MIl find they coordinated this entire attack which influenced Mayor 8aln, and 
the entire Lakeshore council to the point where they now claim to not even kOOYl YAlat CEN was there to do In the first place. Now either Bain and council have complete memory loss, 
or there's something much more going on there. In Lakeshore meetings last summer and fall, Salmons, Baln, Steve 8ezaire and others were caught on a hot microphone laughing about 
how their zoning change post approval of AG to Industrial. would "effect the price of the stock tomorrow". There was signed documents with approved zoning for Agriculture fcnn Baln. 
Salmons at aU from November of 2013, YAllch is v.tlat began the penniHing and build cut of the facilities. 

Steve Salmons, Lakeshore ccuncU member is on record stating that he actively pursued CEN for the Lakeshore project to grow and package medical marijuana In September, 2014 
Lakeshore CouncIl meeting. As well as numerous other InteNlews where Mayor Baln openly discussed his excitement for the project, until he decided late sumer of 2014 that he no 
longer knew about the projects Infections. I find the timing of the complete change of heart and loss of memory Incredibly v.eII timed with the removal of Todd Cain from Health canada. 
Health Canada's public support for CEN by issuing the coveted Ready to Build approval and finaJ inspection on Juty 31, 2014 only re-assured the company and shareholders that 
everything was on track and the company was compliant. 

http://seeklngaJpha.ccmllnstablogl822743-r1se5113762426-cen-blotech-the-thln-red-line 

http://jchnccnroy.comIpdf/Allard-Oefenclants-Affldavits-TriaJlCain-2-Affldavit-1-of-3-pp-1-120.pdf 

I find the below quote by Salmons quite perplexing and disturbing considering Salmons was the one whom actlvely recruited Mr Chaaban to use their land In Lakeshore to build this 
project. Some might wonder that maybe he just forgot all of the documents signed, meetings had and public confinnatlons made to the publics about the clear Intent of the CEN project. 
Please compare the statements made by Salmons then to now. one must ask themselves, what materially changed? AgaIn. was It simply a mistake and they forgot v.tlat the Council 
had approved and Jed both CEN and the public to believe, or Is there something more nefarious at play? 

http://vNNI.otcmarkets.comIstocklFITX/news?id::88675 

"Ifs hard to say YoMt they need because we don't have a complete application from them on exactly v.nat it is they want to do.· Salmons said. "They have Indicated they want to grow 
medical marijuana on the site. For us, there is no application or proposal.-



hllp:llfitxlong.comlmeclfa-vldeosl 

htlp:llseekingalpha.comlinstablogl822743-rise51/3445985-cen-biolech-Ihe-deviHs-in·the-detai ls 

htlp:/lwww.cbc.ca/news/canada/.....;ndsor/12m-medical-marijuana-investment·made-near-windsor-ont-l .2487036 

ht lp:llblogs.windso~lar. com/news/proposed-iakeshore-medical-marijuana-plant-stitl-needs·selVices-approvals 

Grant Robertson of the Globe & Mait in December 19. 2014 began an "investigative repor1" on CEN. Robertson not only quoted Mr Finston. Mr BrochSleln and Pany. he even posted 
Finstoo's picture as a recognition or tribute 10 his self proclaimed heroism 'Nhile appearing 10 establish Finston Into martyrdom. Since December, Robertson has published over 12 slam 
articles v.t1ich are mostly cut and paste efforts ~re he twists and manipulates the 'NOrds from Health Canada. Mr Chabaan and all other "sources". This without ever providing actual 
sources. this is not ethical joumalism by any measure. Robertson pretends to be objective, hov.ever. has never once provided the opposing point of view, In light of numerous emails 
from dozens of shareholders imploring him to do so and be objective. 

Then Robertson appeared to break the law with Health Canada official Slephane Shank. Shank appeared to break the privacy laws per the MMPR and Canadian rights and leaked 
critical information to Robertson. Shank then even emailed several civi lians with the official statement of the Intent 10 Deny Jetter before CEN officials ~re made aware. The He MMPR 
program seems 10 be an incompetent and ineffective, yet crucial arm of the government 'Nhich is doing a disselVice to the tax paying citizens of Canada. 

This article was the first of his series 10 slam the company on the weekend Of days 'Nhere the company had a strong stock day. The timing seems dubious at any level as it appears to 
be an effort to push the PPS dO\-\1'l for others to continue to maripulale. by shorting and distorting and other unscrupulous efforts. Each article he published foll()',W a strong trading day 
for FilX. 

hltp:/lwww.tlleglobeandmail.comlreport-on-businesSlhow-mucMoes-otlawa-know-about-the-medical-marijuana-companies-its-licensinglarticle220088851 

It was recenlly brought to my attention that an alias "nev.medman~ on Investors Hub message board, who has relentlessly bashed the FllX stock for over year v.;th dozens of 
inaccurate statements daily is actually Tom Bains nephew. Attached is a screenshol from today with respect to their job being done as they said Rit's over anyway· . 'Nhen another 
basher alias was banned for making fun of a FITX long members son's death. We're dealing wi th unscrupulous people v.;th no morals and ethics vmlch I firmly believe "";th anecdotal 
and actual evidence. This is all because a company applied. received and passed all of the rigorous steps from the He ever evolving MMPR process. CEN's sole intent is to create new 
medicines for the ailing cUlTent and future Canadian and global citizens . 

I appreciate your time reading this critical information and took forward to a fair. open and balanced review to finally disclose the truth as the facts provided should tead you to find. 

Besl, 

7 attachmonts 
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Begin forwarded message: 

il.com> 
Date: March 29, 2015 at :;J:Z;.1:;U t'M t:DT 
To: losangeles@sec.gov 
Subject: CEN BIOTECH TRUTH 

[Quoted te~ I"Iiddeo) 



A-2014-0101S/esl 
4 messages 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

You may release the letter only if you remove the following 

As recently as last week, we were also Invited by 

REMOVE lithe President and Prime minister". ***** 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Mon, Mar 9, 2015 at 10:49 AM 

. Please confirm once sent so we may release it to our shareholders. 

Bill chaaban 

Mon, Mar 9,2015 at 11:31 AM 
To: Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Hi Bill, 

Please see the attached document with information redacted. The last two paragraphs on the second page of the 
document have been redacted under paragraph 20(1)(d) (Interference with negotiations). Are you able to confirm 
that there are ongoing negotiations regarding this information? 

If you have any additional concerns or comments to make please feel free to contact me. 

Thank you:) 

From: Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 
Tn 

Date: 2015-03-09 10:49 AM 
Subject: A-2014-01015/esl 

[Quoted text hidden] 

2 attachments 



Ii A-2014-01015Biotech redacted.pdf 
480K 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

~t is an interference with negotiations. 

Thanks bill chaaban 

Sent from my iPhone 
[Quoted text hidden] 

<A-2014-01015Biotech redacted.pdf> 

To: Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Mon. Mar 9, 2015 at 11 :40 AM 

Mon, Mar 9,2015 at 11:41 AM 

Okay, sounds good:D I will have those two paragraphs protected under s 20(1)(d) then. 

Thank youl 

From: Admin CEN <admfn@cenblotechinc,com> 

Date: 2015-03-(',· '!. :40 AM 

Subject: Re: A·20 I ·~··01015/esl 

[Quoted text hidden1 



Federal Court 
1 message 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

-' Man, Feb 23, 2015 at 4:22 PM 
To: Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com>, BILL CHAABAN <billchaaban@hotmail.com> 

Hello. 

We received documentation showing that CEN Biotech has filed against the Minister of Health through the 
federal court system. 

First, is there anyone from the company who can confirm this? 

Also, is anyone from the company available to comment? 

There are many allegations in this suit including that Health Canada officials committed that CEN Biotech would 
be issued a license. 

You've been very candid with us in the past and I look forward to hearing from you again. 

Thanks, 



Appeal 
1 message 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Tue, Feb 24, 2015 at 10: 10 AM 
To: "Admin CEN [admin@cenbiotechinc.com]fI <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Hi, 
We are looking to confirm whether CEN Biotech has filed an appeal or darification to Health Canada regarding 
the appfication for the Lakeshore proposal. 
As we understand it the 20 days has not expired. 
Cheers. 



Re: Media Inquiry 
2 messages 

Admin CI;N <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Thu, Feb 19, 2015 at 12:19 PM 

https:llfinance. yahoo.com/news/cen-biotech-inc-shareholder-160419597.html 

> On Feb 18, 2015, at 9:14 AM, 
> 
> Hi Bill, 
> 
> I have been working on a story about CEN Biotech for BioSpace and was asked to update it regarding the 
recent news about the rejected application. I was hoping to get a comment for you in response to this and what 
the company's next steps will be going forward. 
> 
> Thank you, 

To: Admm CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 
[Quoted text hidden] 

Thu. Feb 19. 2015 at 2:37 PM 

____ oIL ___ ••• _ .... -"'--~_ ......... ~._ ........ __ ~_ ... ~ft_. ___ JLft _________ L __ .,,_ ~~ __ ..... ____ ... ___ • ___ ...... _________ .... --. __ .... _. __ ......... 1L ____ ...---~ .. _ ..... _ 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Fw: File #20150327-15979 - OSC Probing Marijuana Firm CEN Biotech 
2 messages 

Sat, Mar 28,2015 at 5:02 PM 

To: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Here is my letter to OSC, please do not show my name or email. I hope I helped. 

On Saturday, March 28,20153:58 PM, 
- - - -------~--

Dear Ontario Securities Commission, 

This correspondence is in regards to asc's open investigation into the US company I've 
knowingly and willingly invested in, Creative Edge Nutrition (ticker: FITX). In general, my 
experience with this stock is currently a significant loss of value due to local and federal 
government corruption that is best case lock step and worst case hand in hand with 
business competitors and policy makers against MMPR. I want to layout why I'm still 
confident in my investment but very nervous about outside actors (government or private) 
beyond the control of FITX influencing their stated and acted upon business goals. 

I invested in February of 2014 after seeing public opinion and legislation shift regarding 
marijuana as a medicinal plant. Specifically governments allowing this plant to be cultivated, 
researched, tested, and processed in a pharmaceutical I scientific process and environment. 
After researching companies entering this new industry, FITX was the best publicly trade 
company in terms of transparency, business plan, and caliber of company officers. My 
reservations included the stigma of being a "pink sheet" stock and the higher outstanding 
shares. However, these concerns could be remedied within a year or two given Health 
Canada's early stated goals and FITX's business plan. I made a risky investment but it was 
calculated risk. 

I won't go through the events from then to now since I assume and hope your office looks at 
all events in any investigation, but here is my take away: FITX has followed every 
requirement put in place by the local and federal governments from the original agreement 
up through unfair post agreement requirements of Health Canada. FITX has been 
transparent and true to their legal commitment to local and federal governments. The local 
and federal governments have provided a moving goal post for acceptance or curiously 
changed previously stated agendas and positions. Health Canada has provided no 
transparency or justified reason for actions. Some how the Globe and Mail gets private 
information regarding FITX. The list goes frustratingly on and on. 

In summation, I'm confused why FITX is being investigated for malfeasance or fraud when 
there is clearly a pattern of this everywhere but FITX. My only hope is that justice will prevail 
in the long term. However when these things happen.in the US, governments like to save 
face and ask people to "retire" without admitting guilt. Please continue the good work. 
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Creative Edge Nutrition(FITX) shareholder concerns 
3 messages 

to: lnqulnes@osc.gov .on-:Ca--' 
Cc: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

My name is I am 22 years of age, I live in Etobicoke Ontario. 

Sat, Mar 28, 2015 at 5:30 PM 

Just over a year ago with Health Canada's MMPR program about to offiCially launch, I decided to research 
different investment opportunities within this new industry. The most interesting company I came across was 
Creative Edge Nutrition/CEN Biotech inc. I studied for countless· hours on every detail this company is about 
from its business plan/goals, to its board of directors and CEO, as well as several developments within the 
company. I Came to realize that this company had positioned itself to be a very large scale producer of 
medicinal marijuana in Canada's new program when it would receive a license under theMMPR. This company 
had followed every step of Health Canada's requirements and guidelines and in many cases they exceeded the 
requirements of the program. In fact Due to the low demand of medical marijuana in this new program, Health 
Canada requested that Cen Biotech accelerate the buildout of their 14 million dollar production/cultivation facility 
located in Windsor Ontario in the Town of Lakeshore. Once the structure was erect and the pre-license 
inspection complete Health Canada promised a "provisionallicense" to be granted to Cen Biotech Inc. Once the 
structure was erect, Health Canada inspectors took three months to inspect. Once inspected, the report stated 
the company was ready and able to meet all of Health Canada's MMPR requirements. As of yet still to this day, 
Health Canada has not come true to their word and not delivered on their promise to grant Cen biotech a license 
under the MMPR. 

Due to Health Canada's Actions as well as certain Media outlets such as the Globe and Mail and in specific 
Grant Robertson, thousands of shareholders of Creative Edge NutritioniCEN Biotech inc have watched out 
equity investments dwindle. Health Canada has treated CenBiotech the applicant extremely unfairly, unjustly 
and undeservingly. Cen Biotech is Capable of providing patients in Canada much needed Quality Medicine that 
other licences applicants have been incapable of doing (certain recalls of product). Not only is Health canada 
interfering with this company and its shareholders freedom of economic rights but it is depriving Canadians of 
quality medicine nobody else can provide frankly. 

This company has never EVER once mislead its shareholders or the general public, they have been very 
transparent and honest and their intentions have been very clear from the start. It is Grant Robertson and the 
Globe and Mail as well as many other media outlets (Vv1ndsor Star) that have scarred Fitx' reputation along with 
its CEO by writing numerous articles (over 20) spreading blatant lies and backed up by no facts just biased 
opinion. 

FITX and its shareholders have seen their investments drop significantly due to Health Canada's illegal actions 
(or lack of) as well as the manipulation from Grant Robertsons Ubellous articles. 

I would like for it to be known that Fitx and its shareholders will fight to be treated fairly in a free economic 
society. 

I am Quite Frankly Ashamed to be a Canadian Citizen today for my own govemment is depriving people of 
QUALITY medicine that is NEED. 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Sat, Mar 28,2015 at 9:57 PM 
-,'; 
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Shareholder 
2 messages 

To~ . _. _.~U'!.;);: ;'. 

Cc: "admin@cenbIOtechinc.~nlJ1" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com>, ._'\ 

To whom it my concem, 

Sat, Mar 28, 2015 at 4:28 PM 

First off I am a shareholder of Creative Edge Nutrition which trades as FITX and half been for over a year. During 
the last year we as a company have invested substantial money in Canada with the goal to become the largest 
producer of medical marihuana. There has been a real attack on this company through various media outlets. 
There are known bas hers who have publicly said in social media they're there to short the stock and run the PPS 
down. There have been articles through multiple that twists facts to sound negative to scare shareholders. I 
could go on and on with examples of stock manipulation through outside sources. I myself have never been 
concemed with any of the attempts to bash FITX because I believe in the vision. I do believe there is something 
going on by outside forces to stop this company and that needs to be brought to light. It's not a secret and by 
now you are already aware of all these deliberate attacks and I would appreciate you investigating these 
attempts on FITX. I have never felt manipulated or deceived by Creative Nutrition Inc and stand behind the 
company 100%. 
I know this will all be cleared up once looked into. 
Thanks for your time, 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 28, 2010 al lU:~O:40 r-IV'I '-='IVI I TL 

.. i,,;. .;~;.;~::.-. 

Cc: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com>, 

Subject: Sharitiolaer-

[Quoted text hidden} 

Sat, Mar 28, 2015 at 4:51 PM 



Administrative Off.ice <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Globe and Mail articles 
3 messages 

To: losangeles@sec.gov, chicago@sec.gov, inauiries~osc (lov.on.cCi __ ~ 
Cc: admin@cenbiotechinc.com, i -~ -.. -~ - -

-----' 

To whom it may concern, 

Sat, Mar 28, 2015 at 6: 19 PM 

First I would like to quickly introduce myself: my name is _ _ _ .oInd I reside in NE Ohio with my 
beautiful 3 year old daughter and fiance. My hope is that this letter reaches the desk of somebody that cares; 
somebody that believes in justice; somebody that looks out for the goodwill of all shareholders. 
I have been invested in Creative Edge Nutrition (FITX) for well over a year now and I'm well educated on the 
risks of eTC pink stocks. As a shareholder with more than 500k+; I also am educated on the wrongdoings of 
Health Canada, the town of Lakeshore, and the corruption and back door dealings that are currently taking place 
to stop FITX from being a fully licensed company under the current MMPR guidelines. Not only have they 
adhered to the guidelines of the current MMPR program; they have exceeded them every step of the way only to 
be delayed by Mayor Bain of Lakeshore and Health Canada questioning the zoning that they were already 
approved for in the ready to build. 
But this is not why I'm writing to you this evening. I'm writing to you because I am looking for a thorough 
investigation of Grant Robertson, writer for the Canadian "Globe and Mail, II whO' has consistently slandered the 
company and has spewed fallacies in every article he has ever written. As you will quickly learn, he takes 
quotes out of context, or in some cases, 2 month old quotes, and spins them as if they are current to manipulate 
the uninfonned investor. This stock manipulation has been going on for some time now and should not be 
occuning in a major publication such as the Globe and Mail. His articles usually come at a time when FITX is 
green or closes green as I have all the evidence to provide. I'm asking for a thorough investigation into the Globe 
and Mail for stock manipulation, slandering, fraud, and misinfonning the general public. I'm asking for an 
immediate resignation of Mr. Robertson while the investigation is ongoing. Thank you in advance for your time 
and all the great work you do. 

Sat, Mar 28, 2015 at 9: 19 PM 
To: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

[Quoted text hidden1 

Ad~~" r.FN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Sat, Mar 28, 2015 at 10:46 PM 
J.com> 

Your email address for the minister and dave at the windsor star are incorrect. Please resend. 

Thx 

[Quoted text hidden1 



'~air Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Creative Edge nutrition/CEN biotech (FITX) 
3 messages 

To: losanaeles@sec.gov, Rona.amhrnC:,::lnY\n::lrl nl' 1'::1 

Cc: 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 12:31 AM 

Good day, I feel compelled to voice my frustration and shock with the way Creative Edge Nutrition (CEN) a 
publicly traded company FITX has being negatively manipulated and portrayed in the news media, social media 
and investment media. I have being an investor in this fantastic startup company since the fall of 2013. CEN 
Biotech, a wholly owned subsidiary of Creative Edge Nutrition has being transparent about their business plan 
and has put together a well rounded and diverse board of directors to help execute their business plan. Their 
business plan was not only to apply under the MMPR program with Health Canada (HC) to become one of the 
licensed producer of quality standard medical marijuana (MMJ) for patients but also to invest in MMJ research 
and development. 

CEN biotech, its CEO Bill Chabaan, all the board members, all the employees and all their investors have all 
being through hell daily from all the attacks from the people who do not want this startup company to succeed. 
The CEO Bill Chabaan as well as employees have even had death threat phone recorded messages against 
them hence the need to try and conceal the identity of certain employees and use of non de plume. 

I am not going to beat around the bush and just state my questions and hope you could all provide the 
necessary answers by investigating the parties involved in this unnecessary conundrum CEN Biotech faces all 
of a sudden. 

1. Wny would Major Bain of lakeshore initially invite the company with open hands in a press conference, 
approve the zoning requirements and provide the building permit for Cen biotech and then subsequently later on, 
change the zoning requirement of the companies construction site and not want the company to succeed in 
receiving their MMPR producer license? 
2. Wny is Grant Robertson of Globe and Mail acting as the judge, the jury and executioner of CEN and CEO Bill 
Chabaan by writing over 15 negative biased, manipulative and insider information articles on this company since 
december 2014? 
3. \Nny did Health Canada spokes person Stephane Shank release confidential infonnation about CEN biotech 
to Grant Robertson of Globe and Mail even before CEN biotech received the letter of intent to reject directly from 
HC. 
4. Wny is both investor HUB and Yahoo message boards still allowed to manipulate stock market and not 
currently under investigation by SEC, OSC and FINRA. . 
5. \Mly would health Canada HC rejects CEN biotech's license without any explanation and without re
inspection? Especially after Health Canada gave CEN biotech the ready to build letter, asked CEN biotech to 
accelerate the build out of their state of the earth facility. HC eventually inspected CEN biotech's facility after 
months of CEN biotech patiently waiting for HC to show up for inspection, inspection result revealed only 2 minor 
deficiency that CEN biotech immediately corrected and then suddenly HC rejection of CEN biotech's application. 
6. \Nny is the SEC and OSC not investigating Chris Parry of Seeking Alpha and Matt Finston of Seeking Alpha 
and Grant Robertson of Globe and mail for insider trading and stock manipulation practices against fitx. 
7. How is Grant Robertson is able to get al the insider type information he publishes in his articles about CEN 
biotech? 
There are so many questions to ask but I would like to start with these ones for now. 

Sincerely, 



Creative Edge Nutrition 
4 messages 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Man, Mar 30, 2015 at 1 :20 AM 
To: losangeles@sec.gov, inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca, admin@cenbiotechinc.com, Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am currently a shareholder with a company called Creative Edge Nutrition. This Company is publicly 
traded on the OTC markets under the ticker symbol "FITX" I began looking into Companies in the 
United States and Canada that were becoming involved in the cultivating, preparation and eventually 
sales of the Medical Marijuana to patients who desperately need it. I was also very interested in 
Companies that wanted to get involved into the production of CBD oils. 

I came a cross Creative Edge Nutrition. I was impressed with the CEO Bill Chaaban and his track 
record from past business ventures. So impressed, I began to read what ever I could get my hands on 
to gain more knowledge of Mr. Chaaban and the direction he wanted to take Creative Edge Nutrition. I 
read Press Releases involving Creative Edge Nutrition that began in 05/2012. Those PRs continued 
through and up to 2014. There were at least 30 to 50 articles. I was so impressed with FITX; I began to 
acuminate shares. At first started out slowly building up a couple hundred thousand shares in the 0.07-
cent range. 

I continued branching out and reading articles related to FITX on Seeking Alpha by a writer named 
Desmond Fargo. He spoke very highly of Bill Chaaban and FITX. I was to say the least, very impressed 
with what I was reading. Desmond Fargo also advised his readers he was holding a long position in 
FITX. Full disclosure. Another writer on Seeking Alpha by the name of Matt Finston was the exact 
opposite of Desmond Fargo. Mr. Finstion was doing his best to shoot down each and every positive 
article that came out on FITX, he responded and spun a negative position. Not sure why the 180% 
reversal of a colleague. Other than you're paid per page read and this was a pretty good marketing 
plan as Desmond has a good following. At first these articles raised a red flag to me. But, If it were not 
for me seeing with my own eyes Mayor Bain of Lakeshore, Canada welcoming Creative Edge Nutrition 
during a video Press Release, I would have probably gone elsewhere. 

I read the articles outlining Health Canada asking now, Cen Bio, to build a facility licitly split to grow 
MMJ. HC stated they would streamline the process and upon completion of the inspection, would issue 
Cen Bio a license to grow and sale up to 1.3 Million pounds of MMJ for the citizen's of Canada. Cen Bio 
completed the facility in good time. The facility was inspected. Two minor issues were brought up. They 
were fixed the following day and then Cen Bio requested an additional inspection. We then sat and 
waited for months. We had a ready to build permit that was not going to be valid until our inspections 
were complete. 

During this whole process, the residents of Lakeshore began their quest of developing amnesia saying 
they were never advised of the "awful facility that now laid in their front yards". The process began to 
drag on and on and on. Mr. Chaaban even went to Lakeshore and personally attempted to negotiate 



with the residents to no avail. It seemed our pockets were not deep enough even offering more than 
what the current property values were worth. Mr. Chaaban had to sell some of his personal shares to 
survive and loan Cen Bio some money to stay afloat. I believe the figure was over 4 Million dollars. Mr. 
Chaaban complied with the SEC and all necessary documents were filed. This was and still is all legal. 

By now, the residents of Lakeshore sent a letter to Health Canada asking them to reconsider issuing 
the license to Cen Bio based on re-zoning by laws that were changed. But these laws were put in place 
after Cen Bio made a deal with Lakeshore. We should have been "Grandfatheredn in. Enters the Globe 
and Mail newspaper. One of Canada largest read news sources. A writer by the name of Grant 
Robinson seems to be on a quest to damage - defame - destroy the name of Cen Bio and Bill 
Chaaban. Single handily, he has been responsible for countless articles bashing and citing un-reliable 
sources in articles with information that is just not true. His baseless accounts of actions taken by Cen 
Bio and Bill Chaaban, have scared the shareholders into selling and eventually costing the 
shareholders of Cen Bio thousands upon thousands of dollars. As of this date, my investment is down 
almost 80%. I'm not selling a single share. You're gonna pry the shares from my cold dead hands. 

The Globe and Mail also cited a "source" from Health Canada that provided them with confidential 
information that was not to be released to the public. They published the article anyway, and nothing 
happened to them as of this date. This itself is a violation and both Health Canada and the Globe and 
Mail should have to answer for it. Be fined and sanctioned for quite a while. 

I could have written a 20 page short story on how Cen Bio and Creative Edge Nutrition have followed 
each and every rule they were requested to follow. And still to this date, we have been denied our 
license to grow MMJ because of a reporter, a writer and some bulletin boards with people bashing 
FITX - Cen Bio and Bill Chaaban. One day, Grant Robinson and Matt Finston's agenda will become 
public and it will destroy both of their pathetic careers. I want to also say; I'm not a person that is easily 
led astray. I have remained focused and have never sold one share that I have purchased of FITX. If 
the articles were true, I would have left with the knowledge that I made the mistake. Not leaving 
because of someone lied and tricked me to sell my shares. 

I'm sorry for the long letter. The story is a wild one. But one that needs to be investigated. The 
medicine needs to reach the people of Canada and the World. CBO oils need to make it into the hands 
of the innocent children with Cancer, Tumors, Seizures and other ailments, to many to list. These 
frivolous accusations need to be investigated quickly, either throw them out or find on behalf of Health 
Canada and we all move on. 
I tend to believe you will see were not hiding anything now or ever before. "Look under our hood
were clean". 

Signed, 

A concerned - frustrated and fed up shareholder requesting an honest investigationl 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbi~otechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 4:23 AM 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Letter in support of FITX and CEN Biotech 
2 messages 

To: Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca 
Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 12:28 AM 

Cc: losangeles@sec.gov, inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca, admin@cenbiotechinc.com, dbattagello@windsorstar.com, 
editor@mmj.today 

Minister Ambrose 

I am a shareholder with FITX, a US aTC company. The following people have been 
publishing on the internet and national Canadian newspapers false and misleading 
statements about FITX. 

Grant Robertson 
Matt Finston 
Chris Parry 

It is my strong view that these individuals deliberately caused the stock price fall and 
influenced the decision by Health Canada to reject a license application to grow Medical 
Marijuana. 

If your role is to protect investors from stock manipulation then I believe you have a 
responsibility to protect me from their manipulation. 

Thank you, 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 4:19 AM 
• !_ .... 

Begin forwarded message: 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Fwd: Letter from a Cen Biotech shareholder. 
2 messages 

To: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

Hello Cen Biotech team, 

Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 4:19 PM 

This is the letter I wrote to the OSC. Hope all is well and I know we will win in the end. Thanks for the all your 
time and great leadership. 

--Forwarded message --

Date: Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 1:16 PM 
Subject: Letter from a Cen Biotech shareholder. 
To: inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca 

Dear OSC representative, 
My name is I am a long term shareholder of Creative Edge Nutrition (OTC:FITX) and its 
subsidiary Cen Biotech. \Nhen I invested in this company, I did my research, liked what I saw, understood what I 
was investing in and became a part of this great company through owning shares. I am someone who believes in 
this company and knows they are as legit as they come so it really disgusts me when I hear and read lies and 
slander spoken and written about them in the media. 

Before I continue, I understand that this is a pink sheet stock and that there are an obscene amount of scams 
out there that one can buy shares in. I have been an investor for quite some time now and know what risks are 
involved in any stock let alone pink sheets. With that being said, I have watched this company make 
announcements, be welcomed by the town of Lakeshore, Ontario to do business in there city, build a state of the 
art medical marijuana facility expeditiously at the request of Health Canada, and meet every deadline that has 
been set and sometimes finish before some deadlines. They have done all this while being extremely 
transparent, more transparent than most of the stocks I have invested in over the years on much higher 
exchanges. They have also done this in the face of constant bashing, lies and misrepresentations by, in my 
opinion, people being paid by some entity with deep pockets that wants to stop Cen Biotech before ther even 
start. 

So, once again, I write to you as a long term shareholder of Creative Edge Nutrition and its subsidiary Cen 
Biotech who has never felt misinformed by this great company whatsoever and all the libel and slander have 
been expressed by people outside the company who want to see it fail. I also write to as a shareholder who has 
a paper loss of greater than $50,000 and am still happy with my investment because the truth which I already 
know will come to light in time. Also please keep in mind during your investigation that there are many other 
shareholders who feel the same way as I in that we know the truth and that this temporary "loss" we are 
enduring was not because of any actions by the company but by shady individuals who would love to see us fail. 

Thank you for your time and feel free to contact me anytime. I'll be here, speaking truth. 

Admin CEN <admin@~e!lEiotechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 7:25 PM 
_00 _o .. co".in'> 
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Creative Edge 
2 messages 

To: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

To Whom it May Concern; 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 1:32 PM 

and I am an investor in Creative Edge Nutrition FITX). I began investing in January 
of 2014 after speaking with a consultant at Morgan Stanley Wealth Management. The company was one of 
many that were making a transition into the Medical Marijuana industry. Because this was a penny stock I 
began doing extensive due diligence on the company. So much so that I flew from NY to Lakeshore Ontario to 
meet the CEO along with others involved with the development of the company. I found it interesting how 
supportive the community and the Mayor of Lakeshore (Tom Bain) were. After speaking with different residents 
and learning of the recent closure of the Heinz factory their support made perfect sense due to the need for jobs 
and tax revenue. 
Over the next few months there were acquisitions to the BO~'s that in my opinion were unbelievably beneficial 
to the structure of this growing company. 
I'm sure you are familiar with the timeline of events and have done your own due diligence of the FACTS 
surrounding the current situation.As we progressed with our bid for a license it became abundantly clear we 
began to get the runaround from some of the local politicians and HC. I was then made aware that the Mayor 
of Lakeshore had changed his tune on the company as well and was denying knowledge of certain facts that he 
had previously stated about the company. For example he said he wasn't aware of the plan to grow such a 
large amount of Medical Marijuana and the size of the company. That was a blatant lie. Another example was 
how Mr. Salmonds ( Lakeshore Town Attomey)clear1y states for the record during a Town Meeting that the 
applicant has applied for all penn its and has met all zoning criteria, and in another statement claims that there 
have been many inspections of the property and they are in complete compliance. Why then did Lakeshore go 
and attempt to change the zoning and pull the rug out from under Cen-Bio. There are many other examples of the 
intent to prevent Cen-Bio from obtaining their license. It is very apparent that there is some sort of corruption in 
the local Government of Lakeshore and possibly right up to some officials of Health Canada. 
I invested in a company that I felt was making strides towards the the discovery of new medical applications 

for the use of Medical Marijuana. New therapies towards the treatment of illnesses that affect families and 
children with epilepsy and other debilitating ailments .. To me it appears that Cen-Bio has been made a pawn in a 
political chess game. They have been wrongfully depicted in the press through leaks in HC. The Company has 
been attacked in chat rooms and blogs and by paid individuals who propagate false stories to manipulate stock 
price. One Grant Robertson of The Globe and Mail has written numerous stories of interpretive lies. I wonder 
why he never reports on the other companies in the MMJ space that have recalls,mold or where other CEO's 
are selling shares in their company? No, time after time it is only Cen-Bio that is the center of his rants.l would 
hate for an outside agency to dig into this and find that there is collusion between the Liberal Party in Canada 
and HC or HC and the Globe and Mail or all of the above. The facts thus far are indicative of some sort of 
collUSion between parties but who they are ·are still not clear. . 
I am now aware of an ongoing investigation by the OSC into Cen-Bio. Myself being an elected official in the 
State of New York, it seems apparent that someone in power had a change of heart. Political power appears to 
have a hand in this and how far up the line it goes is still not clear. I implore you to aid in clearing this up for the 
masses. You have the means in which to open your own investigation on parties withing HC and find out how 
we have arrived where we are right now. Question you should be asking are 1) why wasn't the license issued 
timely? 2) How did Globe and Mail acquire documents from HC prior to the CEO receiving them? How could 
HC issue a "ready to build" pennit and then question zoning? 
There are many moving parts in this saga EXCEPT for 1. When I invested in FITX they were looking to become 
the largest Medical Marijuana facility in Canada and possibly the wor1d. They applied,they followed zoning,they 
upgraded securitY,they upgraded their vault and they appeared to follow through on all demands put on them 
from He and Lakeshore only to be misled and ignored for months at a time. 
As an investor in micro-cap stocks I was well aware of the risks involved with Cen-Bio, I have yet to see any 
facts that Cen Bio misled me or any other investors and I am more concerned with the conduct of the local 
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Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Concerns over Creative Edge Nutrition (FITX) 
1 message 

Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 2:46 PM 
To: Itinquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, "Iosangeles@sec.gov" <Iosangeles@sec.gov> 
Cc: Itadmin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

To whom it may concern. My name is have been an investor in a company Creative Edge 
Nutrition (otc FITX), since earty 2014. I have followed this company and watched both there press releases 
and the town of Lakeshore Ontario. Up until the end of July 2014 all seemed to move at a realistic pace for a 
start up in this very new space and industry. There have always been a element of people saying positive 
things and negative spins on everything going on, which I totally expected . 

In August 2014 things seemed to change with a more consistent amount of negative spins on news, and the 
town of lakeshore took a different stance on the company . I have noticed most negative articles about the 
company have came from The Globe and Mail, and other news outlets seen to just repeat what they report. As 
of today the Town counsel is trying to impose zoning changes to the company, and Health Canada has slow 
tracked the license process. All of these have stalled this company, 'and with every set back they are being 
looked at very negatively. In my view the company has done what they can, and assembled a stellar team to 
take this company to the next level ,but are running up against forces trying to stop this process. Thank You for 
Your Time 



Creative Edge Nutrition 
2 messages 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 3:52 PM 

To: ';admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@CEmbiotechinc.com> 

To whom it may concern; 

I have been a shareholder of Cen-Bio since February of 2014. I have not sold a single 
share. I did research on this company and decided that it was a wonderful company 
to invest in. One of the things that convinced me to invest in FITX was the welcome 
that was given by the Town of Lakeshore Mayor Bain. I watched the video press 
release of Mayor Bain welcoming this company. Health Canada also convinced me to 
invest as they were eager to get Cen-Bio to build and produce medical marijuana for 
patients who desperately need it. A state of the art facility was built after proper 
permits, and inspected. I feel that all press releases by Cen-Bio were trustworthy and 
forthcoming. The company always kept everyone in the loop with the progress. Bill 
Chaaban never misled anyone and I have full confidence in him in succeeding in 
developing any company. 

Unfortunately there are a group of people who do not want this company to succeed! 
Many negative articles came out causing the stock to fall drastically and also to be 
manipulated. Most of this was due to the Globe and Mail and Grant Robertson. There 
are also other individuals who have spent relentless time and effort to make sure that 
this company was not granted a license. Why would they want this company to fail? 
Why would you constantly print negative article after article if this was such a bad 
company? Let them fail on their own! Why would you sit on different stock boards 
and blogs, day after day and put negative comments? Someone is paying these 
people off? 

The attacks on Cen-Bio continued with inside information from Health Canada and 
the Town of Lakeshore. 

I believe that all of these dishonest acts have caused a direct manipulation of this 
companies value and their not receiving a license. Someone is behind all this! Please 
look at the facts and truths. There has been an illegal collusion by many individuals. 
These individuals should be brought to justice! 

Cen-Bio followed each and every rule that they were requested to follow. No one 
from Cen-Bio ever mis-led anyone! I hope a thorough investigation is performed. I 
hope that justice will be served. 

Thank you for your time and concern. 
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Cen Biotech 
2 messages 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 12:33 PM 

To: "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca> t "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" 
<admin@cenbiotechinc.com> t "Rona.ambrose@par1.gc.ca" < Rona.ambrose@par1.gc.ca> t 
"dbattagello@windsorstar.com" <dbattagello@windsorstar.com> t " editor@mmj.todayll <editor@mmj.today> t 
"chicago@sec.gov" <chicago@sec.gov>, "Iosangeles@sec.gov" <Iosangeles@sec.gov> 

To Whom It May Concern: 

am an investor in Cen Biotech (FITX). 

In 2013 I began researching this company and I have been investing in this stock since 
January 2014. I decided to invest in this company because they appeared to be a sound 
company - they had a sports supplement company (Creative Edge Nutrition) and were 
going thru the proper channels and processes for a medical marijuana subsidiary (Cen 
Biotech). They have a very strong board of directors and CEO and I felt this company could 
do some great things in the medical marijuana arena. 

I am disappointed in the Lakeshore zoning changes and the Health Canada rejection of 
license. I've also watched while the Globe and Mail writer Grant Robinson, bloggers Matt 
Finston and Chris Parry have constantly attacked the company, along with the personal 
attacks on the CEO, Mr. Chabaan. This media barrage has not only created manipulation of 
the stock but also delays in research and development of medical cannabis. 

The manipulation of the stock has hurt my investments, but the delays in research and 
development of their medical marijuana subsidiary has hurt the health of many others who 
can benefit from medical marijuana. 

I have never been misled by Cen Biotech and believe very strongly in this company. This 
company has been fighting a constant uphill battle with the media and questionable 
practices by the Town of Lakeshore and Health Canada. By writing this letter, I ask you to 
investigate these actions. 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 7:22 PM 

Begin forwarded message: 
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Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

, ~. . 

(no subject) 
1 message 

To: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

To VVhom It May Concern: 

Mon. Mar 30.2015 at 1:09 PM 

have been a shareholder of Cen Biotech. ticker FITX for over a year. I 
researched Cen Biotech thoroughly and feel very comfortable with my investment. The company received their 
ready to build letter, was welcomed by Mayor Tom Bain of Lakeshore and built a 12.5 million dollar state of the 
art facility to produce Medical Marijuana for Canadian patients who are in need. Everything seemed to be on 
track and falling into place. I have never felt mislead by the company. The CEO, Bill Chaaban assembled a 
first class Board of Directors and they all have impressed me with their honesty and integrity. I am proud to be 
a shareholderl 

In the midst of all the positive company happenings, false negative statements were being spewed all over 
social media and I started to see my investment fall. Individuals such as Matt"Finston, Chris Perry, and Alan 
Brockstein began directly attacking Cen Biotech by posting misleading, inaccurate infonnation in regards to the 
company and its CEO on lie hub and various other social media outlets. Also, The Globe and Mail's Grant 
Robertson continuously published insufficient, one-sided articles bashing the company. I am very concemed 
that this manipulation has been able to continue for over a year. There should be zero tolerance for this type of 
behavior that is motivated by greed! The company's CEO, Bill Chaaban is well-respected by the shareholders 
and is driven to make this company successful for investors. Unfortunately, these people think our investment 
is a big game for their gain. They sit on their computers and make up stories while I go to work every day, to a 
job that is very hard and physical. See, these guys don't care about the loss they have caused me as a 
shareholder due to their relentless manipulation. I have attached several examples of what goes on social 
media for your review. 

WolfofWeedStreet (@WolfOfWeedST) tweeted at 9:27 PM on Sat, Mar 28, 2015: 
@matt_finston @mgrove777 remember there was a rumor that people associated with FITX were funneling $ to 
AI Qauda. VVhat happened with that? 
(https :lItwitter.com/WolfOfWeedST/status/5819909877 41962240?s=02) 

greedyotcpiggy (@mgrove777) tweeted at 8:38 PM on Fri, Mar 20,2015: 
Giddy Up Energy Drink @WolfOfWeedST LOll Old billy needs a new Condo http://t.co/2RMHGhNCQxdrinks
how innovative http://t.co/EPsEaAabnS 
(https:lltwitter.com/mgrove777/status/579079533166374912?s=02) 

WolfofWeedStreet (@WolfOfWeedST) tweeted at 2:00 PM on Sat, Mar 28, 2015: 
@mgrove777 @maU_finston https:llt.co/XCEg7a1XtN $fitx loll almost feel bad 

Thank you, 



To all Concerned: 

I am one of thousands of Shareholders all over the world invested in FITX /Cenbiotech. I am one that 

invested in this company because of the fact it was to be run as a real Pharmaceutical company. From 

the beginning CenBiotech was the only company in The Canadian space that was bringing Acclaimed 

doctors/scientists that were skilled at testing new medicines, (See our Board of Directors) growing 

different strains for different problems and grow patents to further enhance growing and the time it 

would take to grow mature plants and the processes of cloning plants to regulate exact strength and 

efficacies for certain ailments I do not understand all the scrutiny. This company is the only one that 

built a state of the art sterile facility under the watchful eye of Health Canada and the Town of 

Lakeshore. I am sure you have seen all the timelines and ready to build letters etc so I would like to 

express a different concern. 

This company has been under relentless attack for nearly a year now. They call the company a pump and 

dump and even personally attack impassioned shareholders for defending themselves. The voice of 

Cenbiotech has been drowned by a well-orchestrated attack by about 10 -20 people with hundreds of 

fake aliases verses the thousands of shareholders who have no problem with the company. If I had a 

dollar for every time a shareholder was called a pumper. A pump and dump is this. You buy stock low 

and sell high after pumping it. Yet most shareholders are longs. Most have never even sold I a single 

share. If we are pumpers we really stink at it. As evidenced by our stock plummeting over the last year. 

think it is time for a single credible organization or government agency to look at what has really happed 

hear and publicly support and clear this company. The people negatively orchestrating our demise has 

been very successful and working full time to do this. I am not sure of the reasons but it is clearly a small 

group working together to destroy us with misinformation and half-truths. Of every allegation 

mentioned nothing has ever been proven and the company keeps working for the benefit of its 

shareholders. I urge you and your organization to put the watchful eye on the large voice that keeps 

calling this company everything they could think of. Some examples of this are the false allegations that 

the company was touting it Knew Ms. Ambrose and we were to get special favors for that. I ask to see 

one shred of proof that happened yet we paid a steep price for that. That is one example of thousands 

that shows it doesn't have to be true. You just have to say it enough times and spread it around 

correctly and it becomes true. I also ask you to look at The Globe and Mail articles that were so cleverly 

written with tons of attacks against the company but with no source information to validate them. They 

were written again and again all about us and it is interesting to note a CEO of Tweed Inc sold huges 

amounts of shares and then abruptly was replaced and not articles were written about that. Yet when 

the CEO of CenBiotech files the correct paperwork and sells a small part of his share upfront, openly and 

more important legally it has been misrepresented thousands of times that he is dumping share it is 

insinuating he is doing something illegal when actually every single CEO of every publicly traded 

company sells share from time to time for many varieties of reasons. 

I ask you to please investigate why Grant at the Globe and mail continues to write only about 

Cenbiotech over and over again, every single time the stock moves up even tenths of a penny when 

other companies have had recalls, mold and iron in the product and product seizures entering the 

country etc. Surely these are more important than how a CEO legally signs his name. One Company 

Aphria just came out in a press release and said they would be working together with Health Canada to 

build a direction for this field. Yet when it is alleged, not actually said we are partners of Health Canada 

we have been lambasted for an entire year that we are lying for stock purposes that we are Health 



Canadas partner. IT is laughable. I urge the media, the government and The Town of Lakeshore to give 

this company so many of us invested in a real chance to do what it set out to do. It is terribly unfair that 

so few people that have 24 hours a day and computer and writing skills and a few connections with 

major newspapers can control public opinion and government agencies like puppets and they are 

laughing at those agencies and organizations behind closed doors and also harassing innocent people 

that just made a simple investment in a company they whole heartedly Believe in. Some of us have 

made substantial investments and would so truly appreciate that a fair playing field be allowed to be 

developed. Let's not let this continue. 

Sincerely, 



Adm inistrative Office <admln@ccnblotcchlnc.com> 

Cen Biotech (FITX) Investigation 
2 messages 

Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 10:34 AM 
10: "InqUiries@osc.gov,on,ca" <Inquiries@osc.gov,on.ca> 
Cc: -Iosangeles@sec.gov- <Iosangeles@sec.gov>. -admin@cenbiolechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinC.com>, -dballagello@voAndsorstar.com" <dbattagello@Mndsorslar.com> 

Hello, 

,ld I am Cen Biotech investor. I understand that your office is current ly investigating Cen Biotech (Fine) and I would like share with you my experience, and opinion, as an 
investor In this company. 

I've been investing in Cen Biotech since February 2014. I discovered the compa ny while searching for MMJ investment opportunities. I invested in Cen Biotech because of; a solid business plan, a distinct 
leadership team, brick and mortar progress toward their goals and, most important, having the "ready to build~ letter from Health Canada to move forward with their plan. 

I was never misled by Cen Biotech. I was only misled by Health Canada and the Town of Lakeshore. 

Health Canada for reJ&ting Cen's license after earlier issuing the "ready to build ~ letter and conducting a successful pre license inspection of the Lakeshore facility. 
The Town of Lakeshore for changing zoning regulations AFTER Cen Biotech was granted permits !from Lakeshore) to build this a faci lity. Note the project was properly zoned for th is operation 
when the permits were issued. 

Along w ith the above concerns (EN·Biotech was, and stili is, the focus of a massive media attack. Grant Robertson of the Globe and Mail has targeted CEN-Blot&h with a relentless assault of a/1lcles. 
Timing of these articles always happens after an upward trend in Cen-Biotech's PPS. 

Along w ith Gr.lnt Robinson, Matt Finston and Chris Parry are two bloggers and writers who have also been relentlessly attacking Cen Biotech. Grant Robertson has quoted and discussed Matt Finston 
several times in his articles. Matt Finston has also ta lked about shorting FIne on Twitter (attached screenshot). Again, after each article (from all 3 wri ters) the PPS was driven down for no other purpose 
(In my opinion) than manipulation of th is stock. 

Cen Biotech is a solid company who has been fighting an uphill battle for over a year against Iving media attacks and the reversal of commitment from both the Town of Lakeshore and Heath Canada. t 
ask vou to look at alt of the circumstances leading to the current situation including investigating issues outlined above. 

Thank you for your l ime, 

2 attachments 

FITX _Lakoshore_ Councll_M9Oting_11_12_13.j pg 
892K 

matt finston.jpg 
83K 

Adml~ CEN <admin(B)c:enbiotechinr. r.om> 

Begin fO/Warded message: 

Date: March 30, 201 5 at 10:34:27 AM EDT 
To: -jnqulties@osc.gov.on.ca- <inqulries@osc.gov.on.ca> 
Cc: "Iosangeles@sec.gov" < losaogeles@Sec.gov>, "admin@cenbiolechinc.com" <admin@cenoiotechinc.com>. "doallagello@v';ndsorslar.com" <doaltagello@wjndsorstar.com> 
Subject: Con Blot9Ch (FITX) Investigation 

IOuOled \ex\ hidden) 
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authoriZed vendor. The vendor will be .subject to.strict security conditipns ang r~ 
requirements, 

Any proponent will have to be liceAsed by Health Canada (a rigorous process). 
proposed location will have to m,eet local zoning and building by-laws. 

It is the government's intent,ion to fully implement this new ,system by March 31. 21 

COMMENTS; 

The proposed location is at Manning and North Rear Road (south of thE 
d.etachment at manning and 401). fh1f$~~'%Ofj~ 

The ,application is currently in process. 

QIBiBS CONSYtIED: 

• 

BUDGET IMPACTS; 

Standard buildIng permit fees would apply, 

Prepared by: 

Steve Salmons 
Director. CDS 

Sl!bnjitted by: 

Kirk roran 
CAO 

j) Belle River - On the Lake BIA Meeting - , Minutes of September 'g. 20~ ,3 

k) Council Assignments I Monthly Tracking: Report 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Cen Biotech (FITX) 
2 messages 

Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 10:26 AM 
To: losangeles@sec.gov, inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca, admin@cenbiotechinc.com, Rona.ambrose@part.gc.ca 

To whom it may concern, 

I am long-term investor in Creative Edge Nutrition and its subsidiary Cen Biotech (FllX), and in full support of the 
company. Over the last several months there has been a orchestrated attempt to bring down this company. 

I come from a engineering and scientific background and base my opinions on facts leaving witch hunting and rumor 
mongering to the less well informed. It has amazed me to see these last several months how Health Canada and other 
Canadian Government organizations have been listening to acting on innuendoes and unsubstantiated rumors. Rumors 
perpetrated by people with a clear agenda to harm Cen Biotech (FllX). 

All I ask is that you do a thorough investigation into the facts and clear the air so the company can go about it's 
business. 

Thank you, 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 7: 18 PM 
....... - --- -

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 30, 2015 at 10:26:31 AM EDT 
To: <Iosangeles@sec.gov>, <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, <admin@cenbiotechinc.com>, 
<Rona. ambrose@pari.gc.ca> 
Subject: Cen Biotech (FITX) 

[Quoted text hidden1 
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Fwd: Letter from a FITX shareholder 
2 messages 

CEN Bio <info@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 9:25 AM 
To: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 30,2015 at 9:13:02 AM EDT 
To: tlinfo@cenbiotechinc.com" <info@cenbiotechinc.com> 
Subject: Letter from a FITX shareholder 

I am forwarding you the letter I have sent to the authorities: 

To whom it may concem: 

I am a shareholder of FITX and a medical marijuana patient. I've been a shareholder for over a year having 
invested over $50,000. I implore you and your authOrity to conduct an objective investigation in to what I have 
observed over the year as illegal manipulation of, and interference with, a publicly traded security. 

The principals comprising FITX, including its CEO Bill Chaaban, have always acted in good faith, are 
transparent, diligent, honest, and have demonstrated a high level of fiduciary responsibility to us the 
shareholders, potential patients of the medicine they intend to produce, and the third parties FITX relies upon for 
the implementation of its intended business operation, namely Lakeshore and Health Canada. Based on these 
impressive qualities and impressive actions of FITX I have witnessed over the past year, I was and continue to 
be comfortable having invested in FITX. However what I am not comfortable with is the blatant illegal 
manipulation that has been allowed to go unchecked for the past year. Perhaps my letter along with the many 
others I know you are receiving will finally result in the scrutiny and resulting actions this situation demands!!!!! 

You have received letters that have outlined the chain of events in this unfolding situation and examples of the 
antics engaged in by those hell-bent on the destruction of FITX. As that information has been provided among 
the letters you have received, I won't be redundant and repeat what you have been provided, but I want to state 
the outlines of events and manipulation provided are very accurate and are descriptions that I agree with 100%. 
Especially the details pertaining to, but not limited to, actions by Grant Robertson, Matt Finston, Chris Parry 
among others. Then there are the anonymous parties whose identity we don't know that have exploited the 
ability to freely disseminate information on the internet. That is what I wish to address. 



As I stated, I have the full confidence in FITX and its principals and as time went on over the last year my 
confidence was continuously validated by the diligent good-faith efforts by FITX and its principals. Also during 
the last year I witnessed on authored "blags", message boards such as Yahoo, Investors Hub and Investors 
Hangout , a concerted, well organized, relentless and blatant dissemination of lies and misinformation about 
FITX by not only Matt Finston, Chris Parry and Grant Robertson (among others) there are also the anonymous 
individuals, with the malicious intent to manipulate the stock and the destruction of FITX. As a shareholder, 
having had conducted my due diligence, I had no reason whatsoever to give any credence to the lies and 
misinformation about FITX on the intemet. The lies and misinformation were/are not consistent with the facts; 
anyone else that had conducted their due diligence would have no reason to give any credence to the wild 
assertions and accusations being hurled about 24/7. 

What became very suspicious is that these wild assertions and accusations actually came to fruition despite the 
fact these accusations and assertions began in earnest in Spring 2014 well in advance of these assertions 
actually coming true. This is very telling as there was no reason at the time to conclude that any of this could 
ultimately come true as FITX was/is compliant in every aspect pertaining to the Lakeshore Manning Road facility 
and its MMPR license application with Health Canada. Clearly these authors had inside knowledge well in 
advance of the actual occurrence of events. The assertions consisted primarily of: 

"Lakeshore will reject the FITX building on Manning Road" 

"Health Canada will reject the FITX license application" 

As internet message board content is archived in permanence, you have the ability to retrieve this content so 
you can get to the bottom of this criminal activity that I and many others have been victimized by. 

In the interest of justice, I implore you and the authority you have been charged with to thoroughly investigate 
this criminal manipulation of a publicly traded security. 

Very truly yours, 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: CEN Bio <info@cenbiotechinc.com> 
Date: March 30,2015 at 9:25:12 AM EDT 
To: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Letter from a FITX shareholder 

Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 11 :20 AM 
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Medical Marijuana 
2 messages 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 6:34 AM 

To: "Iosangeles@sec.govll <Iosangeles@sec.gov> I "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, 
"admin@cenbiotechinc.comll <admin@cenbiotechinc.com>, "Rona.ambrose@pa~.gc.ca" 
<Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca>, "editor@mmj.today" <editor@mmj.today> 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Good day, I feel compelled to voice my frustration and shock with the way CEN Biotech 
has been negatively manipulated and portrayed in the news media. I believe that any honest 
assessment of the facts would conclude that there has been a concerted effort by a few 
bloggers/bashers and at least one "journalist" employed by the Globe & Mail to stop Cen 
Biotech from growing. "Follow the money" and you'd find who is behind the effort to stop the 
company from operating. Also consider that some people do not want marijuana to be used 
by anyone so they have their own personal agenda. I fully trust our CEO and Board Of 
Directors. Please don't be mislead by the false things being said and grant us a license as 
we have so much of our lives invested in this great company. 

Admin CI=N <;::Jdmin@cenbiotechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 6:44 AM 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 30,2015 at 6:34:30 AM EDT 
To: "Iosangeles@sec.gov" <Iosangeles@sec.gov>, "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" 
<inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> I 
"Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca" < Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca> I "editor@mmj.today" 
<editor@mmj.today> 
Subject: Medical Marll uana 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Good day, I feel compelled to voice my frustration and shock with the way CEN 
Biotech has been negatively manipulated and portrayed in the news media. I 
believe that any honest assessment of the facts would conclude that there has 
been a concerted effort by a few bloggers/bashers and at least one "journalist" 
employed by the Globe & Mail to stop Cen Biotech from growing. "Follow the 
money" and you'd find who is behind the effort to stop the company from 
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Cen Biotech Inc. 
2 messages 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 8:58 PM 
To: "Admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <Admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

To whom it may concern, 

I would like to introduce myself and tell my story of being a shareholder of what I believe to be an outstanding 
company named Cen Biotech Inc. which is a subsidiary of Creative Edge Nutrition, stock symbol FITX. 

, in January of 20141 made my initial investment into FITX. I do not make a habit 
of investing in companies other then blue chips which trade on the Nasdaq or NYSE exchanges. My personal 
research of a new up and coming medical marijuana sector lead me to many companies, all of which trade on 
the over the counter (OTC) markets. Investments here are knowingly high risk, high reward investments. I will 
highlight the events which lead me to my initial investment, as well as many of my additional purchases of FITX 
shares. 

Starting in 2012 my research began on a new up and coming industry (marijuana) I didn't initially think to much 
about, assuming "pot heads" want to grow their own marijuana. The more research I did the more I realized not 
only is this a medicine people need for certain ailments, this is an industry that already exists on the black 
market which has little to no research on what people are ingesting or knowledge of where this medicine is 
grown or processed. While looking into company after company month after month to find one I believed could 
be a company that held the values of quality assurance, innovation, drive to succeed, honesty, transparency, 
with vision to lead a new sector into the future, I found Creative edge nutrition. (FITX) 

By this pOint in time I have read wamings from the SEC & FINRA about shell companies jumping into a new 
medical marijuana market to make a quick buck. I knew FITX had to prove to me with out a doubt I can trust my 
money in their hands. So I waited patiently while I continued my research of the company as well as it's 
executives & business practices. I could not find a negative fact against this company or it's executives. 

On November 12,2013 the town of Lakeshore held a council meeting which Cen Biotech Inc. made it's initial 
plans public to apply to, and obtain a license to grow medical marijuana under Health Canada's new MMPR 
program. Here is a link to those minutes. 

http://media.marketwire.com/attachments/201410/281090_FITX.Lakeshore.Council.Meeting.11. 12. 13.02.jpg 

Clear1y stated during a city council meeting Cen Biotech Inc. has correct zoning to move forward with it's pursuit 
to become a licensed producer of medical marijuana under the MMPR program. 

This town meeting intrigued me further, as it solidified my ear1y belief in this company. Unfortunately, I would not 
buy any shares just yet. 

Early January 2014 a press conference was held to welcome Cen Biotech Inc. to the city of Lakeshore. The link 
is provided below. 

https:llvimeo.com/83685127 

Based on these facts the next day I made a sizable initial investment into FITX. At this point the company has 
obtained a ready to build letter from Health Canada, approved zoning by the city of Lakeshore, as \Yell as being 
\Yelcomed publicly to build out a facility in Lakeshore. 

This company has done everything by the book, following all laws and regulations set forth by multiple gov. 
agencies. The outside manipulation this company has endured for over a year is unjust, unlawful, and plain 



Proud Shareholder of CenBiotech 
2 messages 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

_ Sun, Mar 29,2015 at 8:59 PM 
To: losangeles@sec.gov, inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca, admin@cenbiotechinc.com, Rona.ambrose@parl .gc.ca, 
dbattagello@windsorstar.com, editor@mmj .today 

Hello, 

and I'm a proud shareholder of Creative Edge Nutrition (FITX). The CenBiotech 
the wholly owned subsidiary of Creative Edge Nutrition has applied to become a licensed producer under the 
MMPR in Canada. Their main purpose is to provide patients with quality medicines and specialty 
pharmaceuticals. 

It is this purpose that I completely support but I write to you today because my investment is under attack by 
nefarious entities and individuals. These individuals and entities have had it out against CenBiotech and write 
and perused public opinion in a short and distort fashion. They constantly publish libel articles stating completely 
false accusations and flat out lies. 

Take for example an article done by MMJ .Today which highlighted the manner in which these individuals 
published their articles to manipulate the stock price. What is being demonstrated here is that when the 
company produces a pr these individuals then released a flurry of negative false hoods and articles. 

These individuals have written over 60 articles spreading fear and libel in every single article they produced. Matt 
Finston, Chris Perry, Grant Robertson of the Globe and Mail. Here is a list of articles that were released by the 
individuals in a coordinated effort to bring down the stock. These individuals have openly admitted to wanting to 
bring down the stock. 

Chris Parry. Stockhouse 
( back on Apri l 29, 2014, he still liked FITX, but after that his op inions changed to the negative. In All of these articles 
there is a statement that can be viewed as negative about FITX unless indicated otherwise .) 

Medical Marijuana Update: Abattis-Affinor legal update, FITX gets even nuttier 
January 5, 2015 

The FITX is in : Creative Edge Nutrition is a pump and dump 



December 22,2014 

Medical marijuana update: How America does it and why Canada will win 

November 17.2014 

Medical marijuana update: Organigram certified organic. Supreme picks up steam 

October 14,2014 

Medical marijuana update: The state of the nation 

October 1, 2014 

Medical Marijuana Update: Organigram's IPO success points to Thunder coming tomorrow 

September 8,2014 

Medical Marijuana Update: The day after the Organigram I Bedrocan break out 

August 26, 2014 

UPDATE: Day of the double: Organigram and Bedrocan Iistwith massive price hikes 

August 25, 2014 

Medical marijuana update: Trade halts and RTOs bring market back to 'interesting' 

August 2, 2014 

Medical Marijuana Update: Creative Edge insider sues blogger, Satori tires gaining traction 

July 31,2014 

Medical marijuana update: The case for Supreme Pharma's consolidation plan 

July 18, 2014 

Medical marijuana update: Enertopia, Lexaria jump after city approval, but.. 

July 14, 2014 

Creative Edge (FITX) CEO issues 'sorry-not-sorry' for publishing stock critic's home address 

July 10,2014 

Medical marijuana update: Creative Edge (FITX) CEO faces questions over Facebook flap 
July 9,2014 . 

Medical marijuana update: On the floor at GreenRush Toronto 
June 30, 2014 

Medical marijuana update: 20-baggers, newsletter scams and broken dreams 
June 5, 2014 

Medical marijuana update: Cambridge House goes green 
June 3, 2014 

Medical marijuana update: Aflinor wins big, Growlife CEO boosts stock 38% by quitting 
May 23,2014 (He mentions a fact about Creative Edge in this one, but doesn't go negative.) 

Medical marijuana update: Go home, weed investor, you're drunk 
May 22,2014 (In this one he Mentions Bill Chaaban, but He isn't negative.) 



Medical marijuana update: Cannabis Technologies (C.CAN) plans to become a GW Jr. 

May 20, 2014 

Medical marijuana update: Creative Edge (FITX) CEO answers detractors 

May 16, 2014 

Medical marijuana update: Ross' Gold (GHIL) CEO reveals business plan. pumps hard 

May 14,2014 

Creative Edge Nutrition (FITX) faces public meetings, rezoning challenges: Mayor 

May 14, 2014 

Medical marijuana update: Supreme (C.SL) shows Creative Edge (FITX) how to ramp it up 

May 13,2014 

Medical marijuana update: Creative Edge's paperwork problem 

May 12. 2014 

Medical marijuana update: Naturally Splendid (V.NSP) owns the show 

May 8.2014 (Brief mention, not negative.) 

Medical marijuana update: Weedcos line up for sold-out Greenrush conference 

May 6, 2014 

Medical marijuana update: Papuan Precious (V.PAU) halt puts a chill on weed stocks 

April 29, 2014 (in this one he actually says he likes FITX) 

Matt Finston Seeking Alpha Articles and Instablogs. 

(I Only included the articles where he mentions FITX. In all cases he is negative except for the one where i made a note.) 

Notes To Article: Pot Stock Bag Holders 

Sat. Jan. 17 (Published as Instablog) 

Taking The Creative Way Out 

Jan. 14, 20154:06 PM ET 

In Seventeen Years, Bill's Signature Had Not Changed. Until 2014 

Wed, Jan. 14 (Published as Instablog) 

The Pot Stock Millionaires - Part I 
Dec. 29. 2014 2:15 PM ET 

Creative Edge Makes Front Page Canadian National News 
Dec. 21. 2014 9:28 AM ET 

Creative Edge Nutrition's Latest PR Stunt Leaves Shareholders Dazed And Confused 

Nov. 20, 2014 7:19 AM ET 

The Cult Takes On A Musical Career 
Nov. 11,2014 (Published as Instablog) 

Losing All Faith In Creative Edge Nutrition 
Nov. 7.2014 7:09 AM ET 



\Nhafs Going On With Those Pesky Pot Stocks? 

Oct. 25, 2014 5:07 PM ET 

Creative Edge Nutrition Fiasco: Lakeshore Tells Health Canada, 'Not In Our Backyard' 

Sep. 29, 2014 7:12 AM ET 

Hamdan Has Dropped The Case, Timing Is Interesting 

Sep. 8, 2014 (Published as Instablog) 

Bill Chaaban's Sells His Stock 

Aug. 21, 2014 (Published as Instablog) 

Penny Stock SLAPP 

Aug. 20,2014 2:42 PM ET 

An Open Letter To Mr. Randy Hamdan 
Aug. 3, 2014 (Published as Instablog) 

The 6 Red Flags Of Creative Edge Nutrition 

Jul. 23, 2014 4:18 AM ET 

Marijuana Stocks: Half A Year In Review Part 1, Tier 1 

May. 12,2014 6:44 PM ET 

(Only one paragraph about FITX here, some detectable cynicism, but not enough to be really considered a bash piece.) 

Marijuana Stocks: This Year, April 1 Will Be The New 4/20 
Mar. 14,20143:48 PM ET 

Notes To Article: Pot Stock Bag Holders 

Sat, Jan. 17 

In Seventeen Years, Bill's Signature Had Not Changed, Until 2014 
Wed, Jan. 14 

The Cult Takes On A Musical Career 
Nov. 11,2014 

Hamdan Has Dropped The Case, Timing Is Interesting 

Sep.8,2014 

Bill Chaaban's Sells His Stock 
Aug.21,2014 

An Open Letter To Mr. Randy Hamdan 
Aug. 3,2014 

The Globe and Mail with Grant Robertson leading the libel attacks also sent out numerous articles with flat out 
lies in an effort to bring down the company. They also leaked non public information before the company even 
had the information or the ability to address its shareholders! 

http://\NV\IW.theglobeandmail.com/report -on-business/topic/CEN-Biotech 
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As a dedicated shareholder and in the interest of protecting my investment from these people I have written to 
you as a last ditch effort to be heard. The CEO Bill Chaaban is a good and honest man and has never lead 
shareholders astray. He has been open and transparent to his fellow shareholders . It is in this spirit that we 
reach out to you to provide the actual truth of the events that have transpired against our great company! 



If you need more infonnation please feel free to reach out to me. 

From a Proud Shareholder of Creative Edge Nutrition and CenBiotech. 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 3:53 AM 

Begin forwarded message: 

- -. 
1_-:.t~a: March 29,2015 at 8:59:04 PM EDT 
. '" losangeles@sec.gov, inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca, admin@cenbiotechinc.com, 
Hona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca, dbattagello@windsorstar.com, editor@mmj.today 
Subject: Proud Shareholder of CenBiotech 

[Quoted text hidden] 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Creative Edge Nutrition.CenBiotech(Stock Symbol FITX) 
2 messages 

_ _ . Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 9:00 PM 
To: losangeles@sec.gov, inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca, admin@cenbiotechinc.com, rona.ambrose@partgc.ca, 
dbattagello@windsorstar.com, editor@mmj.today 

Hello, 

lnd I am from Upstate NY. I am a retail investor in Creative Edge 
Nutrition which is currently traded on the OTC Markets in the United States under Symbol 
FITX. I invested in this company which has a Canadian subsidiary (Cen Biotech Inc) in 
January 2014 after doing a lot of research which included watching the press conference 
welcoming Cen Biotech to Lakeshore by the Mayor and the Windor Essex Business 
Development Staff. After watching this press conference and seeing the excitement of all 
parties I continued to invest more money in the company. I invested since I felt the company 
had a clear vision and also because I felt that this company would help the Lakeshore job 
market as I had seen that the area was hard hit with companies leaving the area. 

As I continued to follow the company the CEO, Bill Chaaban then started adding some of 
the most qualified diverse members to the Board of Directors with the vision to become the 
largest medical marijuana in Canada servicing the patients who needed this product to fight 
medical conditions. After the press conference the company began building during the 
hardest part of winter with a timetable that I thought was impossible to meet. Obviously this 
company used employees from all facets of construction from the Lakeshore area and also 
bought materials from the area to meet this timeframe which I noYi found out was a rush 
request of Health Canada. The building was ready around Mid April and the CEO requested 
a inspection around the end of April. The CEO was very stern about keeping investors up to 
speed on what was going on with this project as well as other projects that the company 
was working on. 

I patiently waited for the next phase of this project which was to have the building inspected 
to meet all of Health Canada's strict guidelines under the MMPR. This was only allowed if 
the company had a ready to build letter which included meeting all zoning requirements. I 
then started watching the town meetings online from Lakeshore via the internet and saw 
some very unprofessional conduct by the mayor and council members. Right about this time 
I began to see more and more conduct by not only Lakeshore council but also from 
numerous media outlets(including the Globe & Mail), message boards and specific seeking 
alpha authors. The building was finally inspected on July 31st which is 3 months after the 
request was put in. I again patiently waited for news that this very well organized company 
that build a state of the art building would be licensed as they followed all MMPR guidelines. 
Time and time goes by without a word from Health Canada so like all investors I became 
anxious. 

While this process is going on I continue to follow developments in Lakeshore as for some 
reason they are now meeting on zoning for medical marijuana & hemp growing which they 
say is for future companies. Then in late October, early November the council decides to 



cnange tne zoning to inCiustrial wnich makes no sense as Health Canada was requiring it to 
be zoned agricultural which their 2 locations are. During these meetings I saw members of 
this government agency make comments about the stock tanking when they thought the 
microphone was off. Now the media outlets & paid bashers are really ramping up their 
assault on the company as well as the CEO and other Board members. 

More time goes by and now we are into 2015 and still no word on the license. Then I find 
out via the Globe and Mail article that Health Canada intends to reject the license. This 
come to find out is before the company is notified. According to the MMPR guidleines all 
information is confidential. This is then followed by a formal denial which again I learn from a 
media outlet. 

I could go on an on about the manipulation and corruption but I guarantee you have 
received hundreds if not thousands of emails already. In closing I am well aware that 
investing in stocks is risky especially OTC stocks but I do not wish to lose my well earned 
money due to corruption and stock manipulation from outside this company. I have not in 
any way felt that this has anything to do with any Creative Edge Nutrion or Cenbiotech staff 
especially the CEO who has and always will have the shareholders best interest in mind. My 
hope is that investigations are done on corruption and stock manipulators outside the 
company who have damaged this company with the intent to destroy it and loyal 
shareholders 

Sincerely 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 3:56 AM 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 29, 2015 at 9:00:34 PM EDT 
To: <Iosangeles@sec.gov>, <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, <admin@ceni;liotechinc.com>, 
<rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca>, <dbattagello@windsorstar.com>, <editor@mmj.today> 
Subject: Creative Edge Nutritlon-CenBiotech(Stock Symbol FITX) 

[Quoted text hidden] 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

CEN Biotech & Creative Edge Nutrition (FITX) - Long Investor 
2 messages 

Man, Mar 30, 2015 at 5: 17 PM 
- --

Bee: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

To Whom It May Concern, 

My name is ~nd I am from Virginia. I have been a shareholder in Creative Edge Nutrition 
(FITX) and CEN Biotech since January of 2014. I have invested my time and hard earned money into this 
company and want nothing more than to see this company succeed. 

For the last 8 months, our company has been bashed by the media & market makers and we need help. I am 
100% behind this company, the CEO, and their vision to become leaders in a new industry. 

V\lhat ever happened to Capitalism? 

Thank you for your time. 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 30, 2015 at 5: 17:44 PM EDT 

Subject: CEN Biotech & Creative Edge Nutrition (FITX) - Long Investor 

[Quoted text hidden] 

Man, Mar 30,2015 at 7:25 PM 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

unfair treatment of FITXlCEN BIOTECH INC 
2 messages 

_ . Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 6:49 PM 
To: "Iosangeles@sec.gov" <Iosangeles@sec.gov>, "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, 
"Rona.ambrose@par1.gc.ca" <rona.ambrose@par1.gc.ca>, "dbattagello@windsorsfar.com" 
<dbattagello@windsorstar.com> 
Cc: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com"<admin@cenbiotechinc.com>,. ____ _ 

• losangeles@sec.gov 
inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca 
admin@cenbiotechinc.com 
Rona.ambrose@par1.gc.ca 
Address her as Minister Ambrose 
dbattagello@windsorstar.com 

To VVhom It Concern: 

I am a shareholder in (FITX) Creative Edge Nutrition. I worked for about 40 years mostly in skilled trades. I have 
some physical problems that keeps me from working. I searched hard to find a great company with solid 
management in the Medical Marijuana field. January 8,2014 is when I first purchased shares (studied the 
company) and added to my share total over time. I believe FITX (Cen BioTech Inc) to be my best bet and the 
best bet for my fellow shareholders. 

The town of Lakeshore, Canada where Cen BioTech Inc. (currently owned by FITX) build a Facility to Grow 
Marijuana for medical purposes, (as I understand it and newspapers reported it) encouraged Cen BioTech Inc to 
build in their town. The Company followed all rules, got all proper permit. In town meeting it was stated by town 
council that Cen BioTech Inc. had all permits. After the money was spent and building completed, the town of 
Lakeshore changed direction and denied knowing the purposes of the buildings. 

There are videos of meeting and newspaper articles that prove that the Mayor and town were very well informed 
about purpose of building. 

About 6 months ago several authors started to attack the company in blogs, newspapers using % truths and 
twisting facts. One paper has a disclaimer that in short states that they are not responsible for anything said in 
there paper. This can not be true! These authors have an agenda and its not to get to the truth. I don't know if it 
is an organized effort or 

not. The result of this unending Canadian Media attack dropped the price per share. 

The political fight within the Canadian govemment Oocal through Federal) I don't understand. It may be that FITX 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Give Creative Edge Nutrition (OTC: FITX) subsidiary Cen Biotech A CHANCE!!! 
2 messages 

Mon, Mar 3D, 2015 at 9:52 PM 
To: "Iosangeles@sec.gov" <Iosangeles@sec.gov>, "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, 
"admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

To \l\Jhom This May Concern, 

My name is and I am an investor in Creative Edge Nutrition, (OTC: FITX) and its subsidiary Cen 
Biotech. This company being kept where it is instead of breaking out is like Armstrong winning The Tour de 
France 7 times ... Something is not rightl It is truly frustrating what is going on in this situation. 

The history of how Cen Biotech was invited to build in Lakeshore, spent a ton of money to expedite the build out 
with things quickly going south, (due to greed from a couple of malcontents living in Lakeshore) makes for 
dramatic reading but a truly shameful reality. 

The needs of the many certainly outweigh the needs of the few and I ask that you would consider the benefit this 
company will be to those who need quality of health in Canada. PLEASE look at how they have been treated in 
the public square by those who are not building but tearing down. 

Those who can Do. Those who can't complain ... 

Let Cen Biotech "Do" it and let EVERYONE benefit instead of a few complainers who serve themselves at the 
expense of others. 

Thanks for your time ... 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 
'r> 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 3D, 2015 at 9:52:49 PM EDT 

Mon, Mar 3D, 2015 at 9:53 PM 

To: "Iosangeles@sec.gov" <Iosangeles@sec.gov>, "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

To Whom It May Concern 
2 messages 

To: ··admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

To Whom It May Concern 

Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 10:03 PM 

My name is I invested in CenBio over a year ago. I'm a novice trader/investor. I did plenty of 
research before joining CenBio. Bill Chaaban has a great vision for the entire sector. I have believed that Medical 
marijuana would someday be a valuable choice' of medical treatment for many patients. Mr. chaaban's vision of 
making it accessible to the many in need and especially to those patients that could not afford it, is a vision I 
was very much attracted to. Being a novice investor I found that by investing in CenBio I would also be investing 
in a great future to come for many. V\lhat I was not ready for, was the many attacks set into play, by competitor 
investors and companies. Attacks that were unfair and directly intended to destroy CenBio and investors. I've 
always felt satisfied and comfortable with Bill Chaaban's leadership. I do believe that the market can make or 
destroy a company by the shear value set on speculation of such company. In early 2014 CenBio was brought 
to my attention by fellow investors and is another reason I came in. These fellow investors, I consider, to be on 
top of their trade. But shortly after, they turned on this company to join and parade other competitors. Evidence 
that this market along with its investor boards are doing a great disservice to many investors and companies, 
like CenBio who can make a difference in the lives of medical marijuana patients. 
Please try to see beyond the hype of CenBio's competitors, professional traders, who trade and spin these 
stocks to favor their goals and capital Gains. 
With all the negative attacks on CenBio and HC rejection I still remain an investor of CenBio. 
I continue to believe in the vision and understand that this market has forces that we can' control. But I hope 
that you will filter through all the false and misleading statements planted against CenBio. 

Thank You 

Sent from my iPhone 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 30, 2015 at 10:03:21 PM EDT 
To: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 
Subject: To Whom It May Concern 

[Quoted text hidden] 

Tue, Mar 31,2015 at 4:16 AM 



Administrative office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

FITXlCEN, SEC, OSC,Minister Ambrose 
2 messages 

Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 7:06 PM 
To: Ulosangeles@sec.govU <Iosangeles@sec.gov>, Uinquiries@osc.gov.on.cau <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, 
uadmin@cenbiotechinc.comu <admin@cenbiotechinc.com>, flRona.ambrose@part.gc.cau 

<rona.ambrose@part.gc.ca> 

To whom it may concern, 
My name is . It is with great discontent and dismay that I write you. I am a long 

term investor in the company named Creative Edge Nutrition, stock symbol FITX. This company led by Bill 
Chaaban set out 
on the mission in latter 2013 to become the largest grow facility of medical marihuana under MMPR regulations 
with the 
highest standards in Security, Best business practices, and committment to Quality in the wortd, the product 
making 
Canada the leader and wortd example of how to nurture and develope this industry into propagation of providing 
the highest 
quality medicine to their citizens as well as a leader in all the other uses that MMJ/Hemp can provide once 
reseached. It 
is of my opinion and I have witnessed over the past year, Dr. Chaaban (CEO) as well as my board of directors 
work 
tirelessly and with disreguard to oneselves to achieve that mission. 

In the latter part of 2014 FITX announced it was planning to spin off it's MMPR regulated part of the company 
into a 
new Canadian company, CEN Biotech Inc., Dr. Chaaban CEO(CEN) recruited a board of directors with the 
emphasis of having the utmost 
of integrity! Doctors, Lawyers, former SEC Executives, along with security agents of the highest caliber. We 
built our 
facility on grounds with proper zoning and permits as well as a ready to build letter from Health Canada. 

Recently Health Canada refused to issue the MMPR license and posted it all over their website yet gives no 
reason. No 
other company has been treated that way that I know of. Health Canada has also leaked confidential company 
information 
which is protected under law to a tabloid publication called the Globe and Mail. Globe and Mail specifically, 
Grant Robertson, is notorious for smearing my companys and CEO's name to the extent of trying to manipulate 
stock prices 
in my opinion. Over the past year I have witnessed Grant Robertson as well as Mathew Finstin, Chis Parry, 
Alan Brockenstein, Peter Canalis, plus a multiple of others utilizing their real persona as well as aliases, across 
multiple forums and platforms, to attack, demean racially, harass, and threaten, Mr. Chaaban and fellow 
investors. Now they 
are also targeting the new CEO of FITX that replaced Bill during the spin off preceedings with racist and 
degrading 
comments on his personal F acebook page. 

Over the course of the last year, I have witnessed Dr. Bill Chaaban and the BOD's of this company go over and 
beyond 
what should legally be required to achieve the company's vision and mission. I am writing today to make my 
voice heard 
in response to Health Canada's actions. That I, along with the majority of shareholders plan on standing by our 
CEO and 
our BOD's sides. We will not let wrong prevail! 
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Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Fwd: Grant Robertson "FITX" Stock symbol (Stock Manipulation) 
2 messages 

To: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

--Forwarded message --

Date: Mar 30, 2015 7:20 PM 
Subject: Grant Robertson "FITX" Stock symbol (Stock Manipulation) 
To: <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, <Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca> 
Cc: 

To whom it may concern: 

Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 7:26 PM 

I'am a current long shareholder of stock symbol (FITX) of the "pink sheet OTC markets", and have been for the 
past 10 months. From what I have learned, the "FITX" board members, are very knowledgeable within their 
professions, in my opinion, is another excuse for why Cen Biotech should be given a chance at competing in 
this venture. 

I am appalled and disgusted at all of the negativity surrounding such a positive to-be potential Empire. Ilam more 
so saddened by Globe and Mail's "Grant Robertson" and his criminal behavior involving stock manipulation and 
etc. Every time share price reaches a certain peak, Robertson largely instigates by creating misleading articles 
suggesting Creative Edge Nutrition failed and gave up entirely. Obviously this is non-sensicle just alone viewing 
the amount of daily, weekly monthly volume trends for stock symbol (FITX). 

(FITX) Cen Biotech! Creative Edge Nutrition, I know and truly feel, if given the opportunity, would/will 
astoundingly make a difference in the world for many individuals short comings, the Canadian economy, also 
encourage Canadian! United States of American trades relations to become infinitely stronger. 

I personally do not know Mr Chabaan nor any BOD's, but more so noticing Mr. Chabaan; I can see he is very 
compationate, very confident, very trust worthy, honest, driven, dedicated, team player, extremely competitive( 
he's a lawyer also), down to earth cool individual. 

Please give him and Board of Directors an opportunity to compete in this industry and in these difficult times. I 
feel and he feels, as mentioned in the "Cenbiotech website" link here: (http://wvvvv.cenbiotechinc.com/ 
PlatformApps/CENlc1/index.html), that everything he worked for in his life till now brought him to this particular 
stage in his life. This is his calling. 

Mr. Chabaan I feel deserves a chance as many other Canadians, as he is also a fellow Canadian citizen with a 
dual citizenship in the US and I'm assuming Ukraine. 
He and his Board of directors with plenty years of experience and are the kind of people you want to work with. 
He and his team are the people for the people. Bill is the man for this job. 

Sincerely, 

A current (FITX) Canadian share holder. 

Admin CEN <adminta)cenbiotechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 7:28 PM 
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Creative Edge Nutrition Inc. 
2 messages 

To: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

To VVhom this May Concern, 
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Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 12:05 PM 

and I am a loyal shareholder and have been following Creative Edge Nutrition I nco for 
over a year now. 

I believe in this company and its administration. I do not feel that they have lied to us shareholders. 

What I do know is that the media and other sources are the ones that have manipulated this stock not the 
company Creative Edge Nutrition. 

Whatever happened to Free Enterprise? Give this company a chance and see where it can go by helping 
patients, research that may help your love one someday, the economy and the shareholders. 

I hope you make the right decision. 

Sincerely, 

This email is free from viruses and malware because avast! Antivirus protection is 
active. 

Editorial Team <editor@mmj.today> Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 12:43 PM 
- .-

Cc: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

would you mind sending also to the full distribution list in CC? The addresses were listed on the board. 
Thanks 

[Quoted text hidden] 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

My letter to the OSC, Minister Ambrose, and Media 
4 messages 

To: fladmin@cenbiotecninc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 
Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 9:49 AM 

Here are the two letters I am writing to OSC, Minister Ambrose, Globe and Mail and other media outlets. 

To Whom This May Concern 

I am writing to you in regards to a company that I have been invested in for over a year. I would like to inform 
you of some malicious activity going on with Health Canada, Town of Lakeshore and the Globe and Mail. 

I invested in Cen Biotech because they are at the forefront of an industry which I believe can and will help many 
ailing people. There are other companies who are in this industry as well but none compare to the drive and 
integrity of Cen Biotech. 

Over the past year, Cen Biotech has abided by all laYJS and rules of business. They are in compliance to all 
requirements as set out by Health Canada, and after the inspection of the facility on 20 Rear Rd North in 
Lakeshore, on July 31, 2014, Cen Biotech was in compliance and was to be issued a license after two minor 
deficiencies were corrected. 

\lVhat has happened since that inspection and today? Wny has Cen Biotech not been issued a license? 

Only a few know, but what I do know is that there has been an orchestrated attack on the company for unknown 
reasons. 

Firstly, why has the Town of Lakeshore turned on the company? They have been seen in pictures, on video and 
in newspapers, welcoming Cen Biotech to Lakeshore, expressing their eagerness to work together. They were 
present at the town hall meetings put on by Cen Biotech. If nothing else, the approval of permits for building, 
fencing, etc. are an indicator that the counsel members and residents of Lakeshore were not only aware of Cen 
Biotech building a new company, but of the companies intention to grow medical marijuana. 

C en Biotech has tried numerous times to appease the people of Lakeshore on multiple occasions. They had 
the exterior fencing changed twice to appeal to neighboring residents, they held information sessions to help 
residents understand exactly what the company's vision was and how it would run, so as to dispel any 
frustrations in regards to daily life. Cen Biotech wanted to ensure residents understood, there would be very little 
change in traffic, noise, and absolutely no smell to be concerned about. 

Residents continued to push Lakeshore's Town Counsel to the point of amending current zoning by-laws, which 
is illegal. According to non-conforming use, an entity already in place and in process of opening cannot have 
zoning changes. The Town of Lakeshore allovved the company to build on agriculturally zoned land, and once 
complete, months and months later, change the zoning of the land so the company can no longer use the 
business for its intended purpose. 
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Secondly, why has Health Canada turned its back on Cen Biotech. After requesting an expedited build out and 
stating license will be issued in a few weeks after inspection and deficiencies completed, why has it not stood 
by its word? I have included copies of the timeframe of events, from the documents submitted to the Federal 
Court of Appeal for judicial review. As you can see, according to the events, Cen Biotech, was in the right to 
believe they would be granted a license. All of Cen Biotech's press releases dealing with license neVJS was not 
a ploy to increase share price, but a true belief they would get the license as all correspondence from Health 
Canada indicated this. 

Lastly, how was Grant Robertson of the Globe and Mail privy to sensitive information concerning the company? 
How was Grant Robertson able to quote staff at Health Canada about Cen Biotech and its license application 

when doing so is an infringement on privacy laws. Health Canada has been under scrutiny for contravening 
privacy laVJS to a tune of at least 40,000 cases from the MMAR program, as brought out by the Allard v Canada 
case. This is clearly something they have no respect for. How are we as Canadians suppose to respect our 
laws if our Government agencies can not take it upon themselves to respect the laws. They are not above the 
law. 

Grant Robertson does not have any illegal activity to discuss in his articles I but spins them to sound like 
horrific, illegal actions have been taken by Cen Biotech. If Grant Robertson had information that truly was 
illegal, truly was against Health Canada's rules, then why has he not disclosed them. Wny has he concentrated 
all of his 11+ 

articles on regurgitating the same information over again, in different ways? 

I am writing to you today as a concerned investor and a concerned Canadian. It is my hope that you will aid in 
determining what is really behind all these manipulations, lies and illegal processes. 

My Letter to Minister Ambrose 

I am 'NIiting to you today as a concerned Canadian citizen and investor. It has come to my attention that the 
asc is doing an investigation and I am forwarding to them all relevant public information that is available to me. 
I would like to take this opportunity to inform you of what a great company Cen Biotech is. There have been 

numerous articles written by Grant Robertson of the Globe and Mail, with numerous otherneVJS outlets following 
Globe and Mail's·lead. I have read every single article in aU neVJS outlets and have yet to find one thing that 
constitutes illegal or wrong doing on the part of Cen Biotech or its Board of Directors. Grant Robertson has 
taken the same information and regurgitated in every article, trying to pass it off as new, relevant, illegal acts. It 
is quite obvious the Grant has received sensitive, private information about Cen Biotech, which he has used in 
his articles. I was under the impression that infonnation in an applicant's file ~s private and sensitive 
information. How is it then that Grant Robertson was in possession of infonnation regarding Cen Biotech's 
license rejection a day before anyone else? 

Cen Biotech has abided by all rules, laVJS and regulations in an effort to be the largest medical marijuana 
company in Canada. They have been met with manipulation, hostility and out right illegal actions. I have never 
been mislead or made to feel like the company was a scam or trying to take advantage of its investors, as Grant 
Robertson would have his readers believe. 

Cen Biotech has also been met with changing acts and emotions from the Town of Lakeshore. They were 
welcomed by the Town, as evidenced by videos of Mayor Tom Bain, MPP Sandra Pupatello, and members of 



Town of Lakeshore counsel. Cen Biotech was issued all relevant penn its to build its facility, and months after 
the facility was completed, the town citizens and town counsel began to orchestrate ways to get rid of the 
company. The Town of Lakeshore in November 2014 changed the zoning upon which the facility was built from 
agricultural to industrial in hopes of stopping the company. Which is a blatant violation of Non-Conforming Use. 
The Town of Lakeshore has even go so far as to send a letter to Health canada asking for a stop to issuance of 

its licence. 

I am very concemed that in such a democratic, well developed country, we are seeing such blatant displays of 
law breaking and manipulation. 'Why is a company that has poured millions of dollars into becoming a state of 
the art facility to help ailing patients been met with hostility, lies, law breaking and manipulation. V\fhy has 
Health canada not issued a license, after claiming it would once deficiencies of the July 31, 2014 facility 
inspection, were completed. Is it because the Town of Lakeshore asked Health Canada to stop licensure, is it 
because the Town of Lakeshore changed zoning for the company? Is it because Grant Robertson has written 
article after article not only spreading lies about Cen Biotech,but calling Health Canada incompetent? Are these 
the reasons vJny the company has not been issued a license? Because if s9, how can Health Canada just 
simply not fulfil its role in the license process. The company has not broken any rules as laid out by Health 
canada, nor has it broken any laws. It has done everything asked of them by Health Canada, and now is having 
to fight to get its license. 

I am hoping that there can be some agreement reached between Health Canada and Cen Biotech. 

Thank you for taking the time to read my concems. 

Sincerely, 

Dear Cen Biotech 

Hoping our voices will be heard, hoping for a resolution and standing finn behind youll 

Thank you! 
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Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

. statement in support of CENBiotech 
2 messages 

. --~ .. -'-

I .. ~ Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 10:00 AM 
To: ninquiries@osc.gov.on.call <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca> 
Cc: "admin@cenbiotechinc.comtl <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Dear OSC representative. 

I am writing as a shareholder of the Ontario-based CEN Biotech (a subsidiary of Creative Edge Nutrition). I was 
surprised to learn the OSC is investigating CEN Biotech for wrongdoings, specifically for misleading 
shareholders. As a shareholder who first invested over a year ago, I have at NO TIME felt misled by this 
company's leadership. 

As a licensed medical professional in the US (a physiotherapist), I have been enviously watching Canada's 
evolution of medical marijuana regulations, a difficult task for any govemment entity in the face of a cultural 
shift. I invested as a way of promoting an industry whose purpose is to provide safe. effective, and affordable 
medication to patients in a regulated manner. I have observed CEN Biotech's outstanding integrity in adapting 
their business to suit the needs of the patient. Health Canada regulations, and shareholders. I have noted every 
communication & press release made by company reps, have analyzed the te~t & context of their 
communications (including industry events and online presence), and I believe all actions by the company have 
been made with full integrity. 

I have examined media pieces which question the company's conduct. I have found these reports to be 
misleading and not reflective of the company's actions or intentions. The media has access to the same public 
infonnation as I, and I am concerned that their inflammatory mis-characterizations of CEN have been presented 
in a slanderous manner for both the company and for Health Canada. 

Thank you for taking time to read my statement, and thank you for the work you do to protect the public at large. 

Sincerely, 

cc: CEN Biotech. inc 
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Administrative office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Why I continue to invest and support my beloved company, .. Creative Edge 
Nutrition/CEN Biotech Inc. 
2 messages 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 9:21 AM 
To: "SStead@globeandmail.com" <SStead@globeandmail.com>, "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" 
<inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

To whom it may concern, 

I'm not much of a letter writter, so please bear with me. I will not be providing an intellectual and argumentative 
view that some of my dear family of shareholders will provide. I will try to convey why I am invested 
nonetheless. 

As you are aware, Creative Edge NutritioniCEN Biotech Inc, is under a relentl~s attack by Canadian media 
and stock manipulators. I have never witnessed such an assault on a company in my entire life, yet I still invest 
today! Wny would a middle class citizen of the United States invest 75% of his savings in a nutrition company 
over a year ago and still continue today? Because Bill Chaaban and associates, represent everything that I 
value in a company. As a CEO myself of a small service company, I believe Quality should be the core strength 
of any company. I believe Bill and his associates (Creative Edge NutritioniCEN Biotech inc) have proven 
themselves to everyone that Quality is a standard, not a goal. 

I invested in Creative Edge Nutrition over a year ago and continue today. I am surrounded by the most 
intelligent and paSSionate group of investors. Granted, some are more emotional than others, we are still a 
family. I discovered Bill Chaaban when I was experimenting with marijuana stock investments over a year ago. I 
had very little experience investing money and I did countless hours of research. I cannot speak for everyone, 
but when I personally came across "FITX", I felt and continue to feel that my investment has a fighting chance 
because I have a CEO whom is paSSionate and actually cares about the shareholder, which I must say appears 
to be rare in the OTC world. Wny does it seem that outside forces work so hard to protect their ability to short a 
stock and real investors have to suffer? I can't imagine what it feels like to watch your company name get 
destroyed while being traded on the OTC and still fight to get a fair shake. 

It is clear that medical marijuana is here to stay, and will there will ,be nearly world-wide acceptance at some 
point. Health Canada's medical marijuana programs desperately 'needs a company who is "First to quality". I 
truly believe that CEN Biotech is in position to provide Canada and the world with a team whom is dedicated to 
provide life saving medicine. It would be a great benefit to patients, the country and for Health Canada to issue 
CEN Biotech Inc. a license. Those companies whom are producing moldy marijuana should be ashamed of 
themselves and Health Canada should be even more ashamed for supporting these companies while 
mishandling CEN Biotech. 

'M-IEN IT COMES TO MEDICINE, QUALITY AND SAFETY SHOULD BE A STANDARD, NOT A GOAL. 

Please don't let political corruption destroy what could be the best thing for everyone. Despite all of this 
nonsense, I truly believe in what Bill and associates are doing and will continue to support them as long as they 
are around. 

I love Creative Edge Nutrition and CEN Biotech Inc. 

I hope this helps on some level to understand what type of investor is involved and vlny. I am a 
real shareholder, with real hard eamed money at stake because I believe in what my investment represents as I 
ultimately support the goal of providing quality health care to patients in need using groundbreaking research and 



Content Fitx Shareholder 
2 messages 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

_ Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 9:04 PM 
To: "inquirtes@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, "editor@mmj.today" <editor@mmj.today>, 
"admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

I am a 23 year old shareholder from the States. Fitx is one of many companies I have 
added to my stock portfolio since I started investing, have been follOwing and investing into this company for 
over a year compiling upwards of 2.1 million shares. 
Company wise I feel I have not been mislead by any person with organization or board member. I believe they 
have always stated their goal as to become a large grower of medicinal marijuana at a lower price and better 
quality. From the outside looking in to me it seems they have fought tooth and nail for this and I am content with 
their efforts as a whole. 
I do feel I have been mislead by the integrity of Canadian government and businesses surrounding this sector, 
but not by personnel of Fitx. From Municipal powers inviting a company to their city with open arms then 
changing their laVIIS n moods towards a company after a large investment in land development. To seeing HC 
employees with deep money/friend/interest ties with other licensed producers in the mmpr program. And lastly to 
the media/bloggers that lIare not funded by competing organizations II who can afford to attack one company and 
only one company passionately in the sector with out any personal or financial gain stemming from it? 

After it all and seeing how Fitx has handled itself through everything so far I believe I would invest in them again. 
But after seeing the people/organizations that Fitx would have to deal with and the 'potential' deep level of 
corruption surrounding this sector .... knowing Fitx would not be greasing pockets along the way I would have to 
rethink about investing to a clean company trying to get into what I now see as a dirty game ran by the rich from 
behind closed doors, with no care for the patients they are suppose to be helping and serving. 

These are my beliefs and beliefs only, I am just an outsider looking in with the power of a Google search bar. 
Thank you for your time. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 3:57 AM 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 29,2015 at 9:04:43 PM EDT 
To: "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, "editor@mmj.today" 
<editor@mmj.today>, lIadmin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 
Subject: Content Fitx Shareholder 

[Quoted text hidden] 
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Fwd: CEN Biotech I FITX 
2 messages 

". 
To: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

- -
Date: March 26,2015 at 2:14:31 PM PDT 
To: "inquiries@osc.gov.on.can <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca> 
Subject: CEN Biotech I FITX 

Hi, 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 6:29 PM 

I am an investor in Creative Edge Nutrition I CEN Biotech (FITX) that trades on the OTC Pink 
Market here in the United States and is looking the open a MMPR Licensed operation in 
Lakeshore, Ontario. I read an article by Grant Robertson of the Globe and Mail that stated that 
CEN Biotech is being investigated by the asc. I am confused and am curious about asc's 
jurisdiction in to the trading conspiracies that have been purported to in the media. Creative Edge 
Nutrition, the parent company of CEN Biotech, trades in the United States markets and not in the 
Canadian Exchanges. 

According to a Grant Robertson Globe and Mail article Sent from my iPhone 

"The Canadian loophole 

Were it not for a convenient loophole in Canadian securities regulations, shareholders would be 
able to know a lot more about CEN Biotech. And Canadians could more closely examine the 
company that seeks to dominate the medical marijuana industry. 

Last summer, securities administrators across the country discussed a new rule called Multilateral 
Instrument 51-105, which states that OTC market companies in the U.S. that want to operate in 
Canada must comply with Canadian reporting rules - which means filing prospectuses, audited 
financials and other disclosure documents typically expected of a public company. 

The goal was to improve disclosure standards for these companies and to discourage abusive 
"promotional activities," such as inaccurate or exaggerated claims made to investors. 

The new rule, proposed by British Columbia, was accepted by the other provinces - except 
Ontario, which disagreed that it was needed. 

That means a company like Creative Edge doesn't have to ansYier to the Ontario Securities 
Commission. 

In an e-mailed statement, the OSC said it investigated last year to see if such problems were an 
issue but "has not found sufficient evidence of abusive activity being conducted in Ontario." 

Health Canada now finds itself in the position of potentially granting a licence to a company that 
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Cen Biotech 
2 messages 

To: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

To Whom it may Concern, 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 10: 1 0 PM 

-:nd have been a shareholder of Cen Biotech (FITX) since 
January 2014. I'm senaing you this email to express my total disbelief of the m~ny assaults written in an attempt 
to destroy Cen Biotech's reputation as a company that has bent over backwards to prove itself transparent in its 
endeavor to become a legitimate and successful business. 
I have never, NEVER, seen such outrageous and appalling attacks on any company like the ones that have 
been committed on Cen Biotech and its CEO Bill Chaaban. It is apparent to see entities are doing their best to 
ensure Cen Biotech's demise. The evidence is there; it only needs to be revealed in order to see the truth. 
Please do not allow dishonest people to illegally and wrongfully destroy a respectable business like Cen Biotech. 
Thank you, 

A~""ln CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 29,2015 at 10:10:52 PM EDT 
To: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 
Subject: Cen Biotech 

[Quoted text hidden) 

Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 4:06 AM 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

stock manipulation of CEN BIOTECH INC. 
2 messages 

Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 7:58 AM 
To: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

.,' 

First to whom it concerns the most: . am a retail investor and own shares of Cen Biotech Inc. It 
is my pleasure in reporting a briefing of my full confidence owning shares with Cen Biotech Inc. This company 
is lawful and beneficial to it's shareholders and board of directors. And that this company is fulfilling and obeying 
every lawful step to operate a Super Grow Facility. From the very beginning Cen Biotech Inc has satisfied my 
investments with facts and press releases. The CEO has added the very best talent to the board of directors. 
This does and will enable Cen Biotech Inc to reach the goals lawfully. Though to reach the goals are difficult 
and far reaching, my investment stand secure in the facts of law and regulations. Cen Biotech Inc. is following 
the guideline set each and every step. The facts will prove this company is lawfully able to obey every letter of 
the law presented to it to obey. 
Now: For the love of truth, and the benefit of truth please disregard all the tremendous propaganda that circulates 
in the circle of gossip and news reports of journalists that repetitively remanufacture and embellish every 
opportunity to happily slander Cen Biotech Inc. 

Begin forwarded message: 

- -. 
Date: March 30,2015 at 7:58:18 AM EDT 
To: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 
Subject: stock manipulation of CEN BIOTECH INC. 

Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 8:19 AM 

First to whom it concerns the most: .... 11 a retail investor and own shares of Cen 
Biotech Inc. It is my pleasure in reporting a briefing of my full confidence owning shares with Cen 
Biotech Inc. This company is lawful and beneficial to it's shareholders and board of directors. And 
that this company is fulfilling and obeying every lawful step to operate a Super Grow Facility. 

From the very beginning Cen Biotech Inc has satisfied my investments with facts and press 
releases. The CEO has added the very best talent to the board of directors. This does and will 
enable Cen Biotech Inc to reach the goals lawfully. Though to reach the goals are difficult and far 
reaching, my investment stand secure in the facts of law and regulations. Cen Biotech Inc. is 
following the guideline set each and every step. The facts will prove this company is lawfully able 
to obey every letter of the law presented to it to obey. 
Now: For the love of truth, and the benefit of truth please disregard all the tremendous propaganda 
that circulates in the circle of gossip and news reports of journalists that repetitively remanufacture 
and embellish every opportunity to happily slander Cen Biotech Inc. 

Sincerely and satisfied, 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Fwd: Important CEN-Biotech info from a health care provider 
2 messages 

Sat, Mar 28, 2015 at 6:23 PM 

My letter sent to Minister Ambrose. I will also be sending a Slightly modified version to SEC. 

Date: Sat, Mar 28, 2015 at 6:21 PM 
Subject: Important CEN-Biotech info from a health care provider 
To: Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca 

Hello and good evening Minister Ambrose. From one health care professional to 
another, I am writing to you as a long-term investor>in CEN-BiQtech (ticker FITX), 
and in full support of the company. I would like to give some historical background 
and some investor perspective, from someone who has watched the company 
from the very beginning. I would sincerely appreciate if you would spend the time 
to read it, and pass it on to all who may be involved in any decision making 
processes having to do with CEN-Biotech, including licensing by Health Canada, 
and any potential ongoing investigations of the company. 

I initially invested in this company in April 2011 when they announced they would 
be entering the sports nutrition supplement industry (an interest of mine). Creative 
Edge Nutrition initially reverse merged into a defunct company (ticker LBGE) in 
2011 to expedite the process of becoming public and bring products to market. 
The initial CEO of Creative Edge Nutrition (Paul Thomas) announced a product 
they were going to formulate called Metabolic Xtreme. It was more of a concept 
and he was slow in moving it forward, and never actually did. 

Creative Edge Nutrition subsequently brought inBiU Chaaban to replace him in 
April 2012 as the new CEO. Shortly after becoming CEO, Bill Chaaban 
announced milestones and goals that he wanted to accomplish over the next 
couple years in terms of bringing these sports nutrition products to market. He 
was starting from scratch. However, not only did he bring Metabolic Xtreme to 
market, but he quickly brought several other products through research and 
development and to market, including AminoPlex and Hyperlnfusion. I still use the 



AminoPlex nutritional products almost dailY,and they are great. The products 
were quickly brought to market on the biggest online supplement websites, 
particularly bodybuilding.com, where these products were outselling more than 
half of all products sold on that site at one point. 

Mr. Chaaban also wanted to get a ticker change to reflect the current business 
that had nothing to do with the old business, so he had it changed from LBGE to 
FITX. Not only did he get the nutritional side of the company up and running 
strongly (which is still ongoing), he announced and began development of the 
medical marijuana subsidiary (CEN-Biotech) in 3/2013. Given the goals 
announced for the nutritional side, all of which were followed through strategically 
over the next couple years, I knew that Mr. Chaaban had integrity, character, and 
was goal-driven. I can easily pick out these characteristics being in the medical 
field. So, I knew he would work diligently no differently with the CEN-Biotech 
subsidiary, which he did from the beginning and has continued to do. 

Similarly to how he announced goals and plans for the nutritional side of the 
company, and followed through on every one· of them, he'also announced goals 
and plans for the newly formed subsidiary CEN-Biotech. As investors, we again 
began to see steady progress from the build out.ofthefacility in Lakeshore 
Ontario (following full approvals from the Town of Lakeshore, as well as receiving 
a Ready to Build letter from Health Canada), industry networking, and other 
tangible progress. Everything continued to appear on track and followed his 
earlier announcements precisely. . . 

Bill Chaaban recruited an absolutely amazing board of directors (BOD) and 
medical team consisting of expert physician-scien~ists with world-renowned 
recognition and NIH-funding in the medical, scientific, research, and financial 
industries including a prior senior level executive at Fidelity and JPMorgan, as 
well as John Germinario, who works with the US SEC (securities 
exchange commission). The magnitude and achievements of these personnel 
are proof that they would not be joining just any company, if the company were not 
legitimate. 

Everything continued to be on track and correlated accurately with every 
announcement made. Then, we began to run into delays,. which were due to 
Health Canada taking much longer than expected for coming to inspect the CEN
Biotech facility. These delays were months and months despite the company 



being ready for inspection. This added to decreasing share price. When they 
finally did come to inspect many months later, the report stated that approval was 
recommended pending the correction of 2 minor issues (a screen over a vent, 
and the security camera angle). Again, we began to wait many more months for 
final approval, even though these minor issues were quickly fixed. Again, this 
caused the share price to decline further. 

In these many months of delay, the Town of Lakeshore began to change their 
stance. They initially welcomed the company to Lakeshore in a public video 
http://vimeo.com/83685127 and had received approvals for their facility build-out. 
This public support of the town's officials was one reason many investors were 
attracted to the company. However, in more recent months while the delays due 
to Health Canada were occurring, they also decided to try to change the local 
bylaws and change the zoning in a way that would inhibit .CEN-Biotech· from 
operating. A few nearby residents began to complain about the project with 
outlandish claims/concerns just as license was coming, despite watching the 
buildings go up and saying nothing for all of the preceding months. It later came 
out in a letter by the company to the town councilors that some of these same few 
neighbors were attempting to extort Significant compensation in monetary value 
and employment in return for their support of the company/building, which the 
company did not stand for (and rightfully so). 

These few neighbors were able to influence their local councilors to attempt to 
write a new bylaw stating medical cannabisgrow-ops need to be zoned industrial, 
not agricultural (CEN-Biotech is agricultural). From the medical perspective, this is 
a disastrous idea given environmental toxins in·an industrial area, such as heavy 
metals and other microbial and inorganiC toxins. The mayor also began to flip-flop 
regarding CEN-Biotech, suspected to be politically driven. There have been 
identical zoning motions passed by other towns that were. struck down by the 
provincial.govemment, saying that grow-ops do not require industrial zoning. The 
town clearly knew what was being built the whole time, provided building permits, 
along with the ready to b~ild letter from Health Canada. There was a letter written 
from these few residents and their attorney to Health Canada as well· asking them 
to delay/avoid license to CEN-Biotech, which added more delay. This of course 
led to a further decline in share price. 

Along with the delay from the above issues, we began to see an assault against 
CEN-Biotech by the media. In particular, Grant .Robertson of the Globe and Mail 
has targeted CEN-Biotech with a relentless assault of articles, many of which 



have not been based on true.· facts, ·or twisting of the actual facts. I have watched 
his articles timed with every time that the stock has a continued uptrend in share 
value. He will then release several articles in a row that cause the stock to drop 
significantly. I have watched this occur over and over. His misleading articles 
have alone caused the biggest loss of shareholder value. I honestly feel that he 
has a personal agenda against the company,likely being funded by trader 
groups, competitor companies (my guess), or something else. I sincerely hope 
that he is investigated for his role in loss of shareholder value, because he is a 
central piece. Matt Finston and Chris Parry are two bloggers and writers who 
have also been relentlessly attacking CEN-Biotech during all of the delays the 
company has suffered, driving share price.even.furlherdown. In fact, Grant 
Robertson has quoted and discussed Matt Finston several times in his articles, 
and I wouldn't be surprised if these individuals were all working together 
somehow for a common goal of destroying the company through misleading 
articles and claims. I truly hope this investigation is fair and they are all 
investigated. Matt Finston has alsotalkedaboutshorting FITXon his Twitter and 
there are shareholders who have all of these· screens hots saved. 

There is documentation of Libby Davies meeting with the Tilray lobbyists, and 
later on Libby was quoted in one of Grant Robertson's misleading articles on 
CEN-Biotech, also attacking the company herself.'1 hope that paper and money 
trails are evaluated with these individuals. A poor high-level Tweed executive was 
also attacking FITX on his Twitter. I honestly f~elthere is art orchestrated attack 
against the company in attempts to cause.them to fail, likely from competitors who 
feel threatened by CEN-Biotechsince theywouldbe'the largest grower upon 
licensure, and possibly from trading groups who could be'shorting the stock. This 
is just speculation, but I wouldn't at all be surprised asl have watched everything 
closely unfold since the very beginning, before Mr. Chaaban even took over as 
CEO. These misleading articles, blogs, and events have now influenced Health 
Canada negatively, which led to license denialforCEN-Biotech. This is an unjust 
decision, based on misleading journalismwith.a skewed agenda. 

Please read through this page on the CEN-Biotech website, which addresses 
many of these issues and investor concerns: 

http://WVNI.cenbiotechinc.com/PlatformApps/CEN/c1/faq.html 

Never once did I feel misled in anyway byanyanhouncements or public releases 
from the company or Mr. Chaaban. There are over 2tOOif'vestors alone on a 
dedicated CEN-Biotech investor page on the internet who feel the same way, 



which is why we have stuck it out continuously. We have lost significant value in 
our investments. This is not because of Bill Chaaban, or any statements he or the 
company has made. He has worked tirelessly to make the company a success, 
evident by all the historical progress I described above. These losses are purely 
due to the events, agendas, and manipulation discussed above, which have 
erroneously influenced Health Canada. 

CEN-Biotech has been painted in a very unfair and blatantly untrue light in the 
media. As one of many investors, I'm sick of watching it happen with no 
repercussions against these individuals (such as Grant Robertson, Mayor Tom 
Bain and councilors, local neighbors in Lakeshore, Matt Finston, and Chris Parry). 
The only investigation that should be ongoing in my opinion is against Grant 
Robertson, these aforementioned individuals, the Town of Lakeshore, and Health 
Canada, rather than the company itself. I sincerely hope that your team will 
quickly find this to be the case. 

As a neurologist who treats manydisabling.neurologic diseases, it is an absolute 
shame how much of a delay the company has sustained in beginning their 
research and development of medical cannabis strains and medications, all due 
to the influence from misleading articles and manipulative' behaviors above, as 
well as unjust retroactive changes in bylaws that the town of Lakeshore has 
been attempting to pass. I continued to stay invested in CEN-Biotech because I 
was excited (and still am) with their plans form()ving the science of medical 
cannabis forward, along with the outstanding medi.cal professionals they had 
collected on their Board of Directors who would be involved in the research and 
company. It is honestly quite sad for the patients who need better quality 
medications, which CEN-Biotech has been waiting to begin production of, only to 
continue being delayed for unjust reasons based on false and misleading 
journalism as discussed above. 

I implore you to please investigate fairly, a.ndplease investigate the. entities 
mentioned above who have played the biggest role in loss of shareholder value. I 
have watched this company unfold from the very beginning~ I have watched· Bill 
Chaaban attain all of the company's stated goals until the. above issues halted the 
company's progress. I only hope that these issues will be brought to light and the 
company is cleared and able to continue with their previously stated goals for the 
future. 


